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PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY bfORNING, OCTOBER 14. 1905.

VOL 22, NO. 143

NEAR TO A CLASH ALL ABOUT READY CLOONAN BACK I STILL HAS BODY ONE MORE DECIDES IS RATIFIED TODAY
•

England and Germany On
Verge of a Conflict.

THE
DIRECTORATES
WILL HE EXECUTED BOND FOR HIS DETECTIVES WILL GO OVER NEW YORK NEEDS JUST ONE
HOLD FINAL MEETING
APPEARANCE NEXT
.TO VE WHAT CAN BE
GAME TO WrN THE
THIS AFTERNOON.
TUESDAY.
DONE.
SERIES.

Notification ofSigning Rus
sian-Japanese Treaty

;

Mk. John Bleecloer Will Be Monger Was Brought Here From,Nashville Eccentric Father Refuse. to Give Up The Attendances
GREAT BRITAIN'S OFFER
Have Run Nearly
For Combined Interests, and
Where He Itr
Capturod at
WILL TRANSPIRE IN
itoi
Body That Is Cove* With
to 70,000, While the Gate ReTO FRANCE THE CAUSE.
Offices Will Be Moved.
Home of
titres.
OFFICIAL WAY TODAY.
Sawdust and Alcohol
ceipts Are Immense.

4
41

Emperor William Was Quick to DeThis afternoon at an hour yet to
Yesterday afternoon Detective T. Yesterday morning parties from
It will take only one more game Assistance of Friendly Nations and
liver to Italy an Indirect Belligerbe set there will be hetet the general J. Moore arrived here from Nash- the tinshead opposite
Use of NUMerOUS Cables Will
the Illinois Cen for New York club to be the chament Ultimatum.
meeting between the board of titre& ville, Tenn., with Engineer Edward tra! 111C1111t., 11 the
be Necessary
north side of town pion ball players Of the work, as
tors for the street railway company, Cloonan in charge. Immediately on came acrses the
river to this city and yesterday that club again sent to desteam heating company, and gas corn reaching this city Cloonan employ- urged upon Detective William Baker feat
the Philadelphia aggregation,
SOME DIPLOMATIC FACTS
pany and the representatives of the ed Hendrick, Miller & Marble as his
necesoty
the
capturing three games out BALL TO BE STARTED
steps
thereby
of
totaking
some
COMING TO LIGHT. Stone & Webster firm of Bost, attorneys to
fight his case. He then wards compelling the old shantyboat- of four played. ft takes only four
ROLLING IN WASHINGTON.
which has bought these plants , and 'executed bond for his appearance be- er over ther
to give tip the dead body out of the seven to be declared winelases the deal for same today. The fore Judge Sanders Tuesday morn- of his son and let
it be buried prop- ners of the rag for the aniverse, and
Paris, kt. 13.--The French woo papers for the formal transfer will ing in the police court. when•there
erly. The detective was busy yes- from the way they have keen hamWasaington, Oct. 13 --It has been
ernmcnt eantimies oient eiineerniug he cernaleted today by the layers comes, up for trial the warrant
terday working on other matters, and mering things out it looks as if the .ranged that the ratification
of the
the ar-egtd revelaitian
1 (,r at Brit- of' each side. the checks for the ehanging over his head, charging him vatated that
if today he has time he New Yarkers are the victors. It will Reseian-Japanese peace treaty shall
am's offer of naval and military aid mallet tented oser and the new wait- with cutting the throat of M. Harrt
and hie partner. Detective Moore, will be noticed that each game 3.et has be
exchanged tomorrow.
ti France if Germane assumed a bel- ers Wei. charge. The attarneye have Allen, of thi, city, several weeks
probably go over and make the e c- been a complete shut-out, either e ci
ligerent attitude ever alone:ea
eon
on tlit ileeeneents for ago during the scrap had on Broad-7 centr ic father
arr.
Takahira, the Japanese
on
e
relinquish possession
side -a the other, as Mond y
In the meantime the 1teNk.p.iper, -esefal •::ies past and are nate a, Mel- way fietefeen Eighth, and Ninth of the
te. II notify the state deparrnient
ri mains s;-, they can be inter- New York Will by a score of 3 •
a
important task
phase% to t he dis al., ores ly,:
add
hi. emper ,• Ic a
a
strsets.
Tnesdae Philadelphia wart by 3
red.
easara gives a elitateat Takiu,
a a. intentians
The detective intended returning
11eW
Wednesday
0,
na
ed
game
pia\
was
For
—me weeks the old shantybstat
'-en more seas atenial :hie the lett-•
;i1:/ye
,,r1.- of the T111;!- (1:iv ith his ma*, but there er aff
The state deparement will not: v
ies lamily have been in their on account (if rain, Thursday New
eats alliased diselosures , 1111.'
ti i the 7`,1;1( Nahm wat a lite e'er-non on at Nashville
American arabassy at St. Peter
York
Aedi
by
o,
oti
yesterday
and
house:Lot ;floored beside the towItataiee that the. prey ail- report ,f building ei aei
\there and things tn such a state oi turmoil head,
hy i ti i This is a remarkable co- 'ref to that effect, and M. Spencer
which
stands
Mito
close
the
6i-eat
i)ffuring
her there is nat. cateelota.
rs could n it lie llais
not:, C that the pro!rer
-hare on the other sidt of the incalence, and eionething that very iPly, the charge there, will atilt. n
navy and and Banish Ii •e-j. in (.eo- ,i.mpany
beiore the prisoner ,•
ca s
linsi- e•itteti
ale ut one mile this side of st!dom hai:pens iii a -errs of games t:fy the Russian governmert
river,
nit correct, I ci
inany
ecss and vi
ti-.
--at
This necessitated
rr- be taken away.
blnieds asif these two
That Rirxecnrireet
111 1,1"1.1
Brookport. The boy was fOurteen betweer
ual ecurrcncr stae as idi
room within Ii mc
fe.-. areas At the s'eeth ci aiting until yesterday,
American organization pennant *yin - ;) the 11,.-71,1-1 :ore,eri one',
years
two
af
age
and
died
about
.clitn he ame tip the Louisville and
iiresiast the suet t
through it. own ambassader
week, aeo The peculiar father was ;lees.
Overtures Made.
South Fourth st-i-et beetai the x
Nortonvilile, and then
;
rimy that the Ruseian emperar
Today
wil'
whether
decide
big
the
to
attached
to
the
state,:
lad
that
he
Before the Moroccan crieie be attic ahange building tier the old telephone
here on the Illinois Cen- he
cii be played, the scgneel tae capy of the treaty.
game
Senday
1most
po,itively
part
will
not
with
*elite the British government made company, *hilt the uptowns oaks of tral, reaching this city at .4 o'clock
the body, but expects to keep it pre- newspaia r ,'Jspatches predicting flat The trench foreign oflice will no
three distinct overture, to le inn if the gas company is
tht bitliling yesterday afternoon.
tintil lie, himself, dies, and if the siaies lasted into tier Sabbath, fy its minister in Tokio, and he m
France v.as disposed I.) cotickik
formerly occupied by The Register at Clooloans doe- not have anything to erve,1
then
hate
both remains interred side that the r - r•iwd ot4t to witness same turn stall. notify the Japani•-e foreign
treaty cf defensive alliance. Franc.: ji Broseway The steam heating say regrIrding the case, and will put
would he double that ever watching office and this will be regfieled a- a
by
side
declined to consider the question. plant has no regular office except Up sti- ifig fight when the tnatter is
character of sporting event id formal exchange of ratifications
any
The d5 man has put the body in
Later. when the Moroccan crisis be- that at the Hannan plumbing estab- called ce the e,,,urt on the date menthe history of the world. ji New
ot
Su.;
the
his
houseboat
there
and
(
-bete acute, Paul Cambon, the French lishment on South Fourth near Ken- tioned.
York wins today it will wake the
ambassador to Great Britain, re- tucky avenue. M'r. Hannan is sopHe.is a well known young fellow, completely covered it with a coaiug fourth victory, while if Philadelphia
Czar Kept in Ignorance.
of
-•
sawdust.
The
sawdust
he
has
ispened the *location and verbal assur- erintelsitnt of the beating plant and coders of an excellent family of
St. Petersburg, Oct. 13.—Incipient
captures
game,
will
a to
make
the
it
ances from General Secretary Lana- he maintains .5 hat officx in ?is plumb- Nashville, and his many friends re- cmilltpletely saturated with alcohol so, 3'
and then another will have to be anarchy reigns throughout the empire.
'dowse. of Great Britain's effective ing haute.
y moving the street gret the scrape into which he has Uts preserve the remains. The oth- pulaed off tomorrow.
The universities, freed from their acetanaaftyboatera and his wife and
Concoutse in the event of a condagra car, heating and gas offices to the gotten.
customed restraints, •have betome
Yesterday's
dispatches
showpress
the
Naha bnMing at .06 Broadway the
Mk. Allen has completely recover- efildren urge upon him to have
400.
headeuarters of the revolutionists.
ed in some cemetery. but he ed that the attendance thus far _had Mobs of men and women occupy the
K. Cambon was thereupon able to new Ornery can centralize things ed from the effects of the gaping
65,o00
between
moon
and
tot
been
stly refuses and heeds not,
.astnounce to M. Delcasse (who was and combine the headquarters for all wound inflicted on his throat.
lecture halls, whence they send out
heirliniplorations wherever, being the entire five games, while the gent
then foreign minister) that if a eases their interests here. In this one
instructions to the revolutionary corn
$ee,000.
amounted
nearly
receipts
to
detellhined to retain possession of
fneclens (case coming within a trea- building there will be kept depart- CHILDREN DIE OF SCALDS.
mittees. What S. Petersburg failed
atteadanaes
have
average
daily
The
Evansville. Ind., Oct. 13.—Elmer the_oorpee.
ty) was desired, Great Britain would Ments, the car compiny's business to
to do in January. Moscow expects to
While
about
the
people,.
13,000
tmen
reiterate. her assurance in writing. be transacted in one, the gas in an- Cochran, aged 3 years, was pushed
tort of the matter was made
receipts average adt qaiIti $' per accomplish now.
The German ambassador in London, other, and the beating In another into a tub of boiling water today by Ito"
to the auahorities, but they
head The players get elliOM a Per 'N leaders of today are better orCovet Wolff-Metternich, learned trf Cenillsildstime matters fa this %imam a poled°. and died in an hour of his
o
't not in their province tQ
Mul have more finds. The
cent
anal
of the adeebneione
these asi•utances and informed Bet- the sass Mischa can be reduced scalds.
1011,1111211, as byreseetihes-Avoyeceiebetd--mosey, ensbaulks
divide
same
and expenses lessened considerable
Vv'ewanee, Ill., Oct 13.—Fred Ath sideF iiiitkisi* and not within the
hel.
.55 annbusiObst. lie orate
from that eamellpoint.
4
Mr. Joh% erton. Jr.. 3 years old,'son of Fred limits of
ay. The status of greport that more Cossacks and police
Sleecker will ,be 'the manager for Athe/on. a prominent former south
iro *we reached AO a stage that
Mims A.
rtAlls . 4.06than stribers ham been killed in the
Emperor William decided on a the combined interests here, and win of heve,'uret a kettle of litilkst wa- the detectives will go over and see
A letter yesterday from Catcher recent riots.
counter move and made Italy the me- have assistants for each department. tt; while playing on the porch and what 'bey ant accomplish in this ciin- Grover Land, formerly of here, statRevolutionary emissaries from Moms
Genital Manager George V•slalince was fatal* burned.
dium of its execution. He informed
neetipe. If possible they will com- ed that arrangements were be'
cow have arrived at St. Petersburg.
Italy that any treaty whereby Great stated yesterday that the
pel him to give .ip,khe corpse and made by the Toledo, Ohio, team t Xleff. Kharkoff and Odessa for the
Brotlitr of Edward S. Cunliffe, ex- bring it here, forburial. It will be come here again next spriug and
Britain gate France military support would be done today, and the
purpose of spreading the strike riots.
press clerk, accused of taking Pot,- put away in the .panper cemetery if train for the ensuing basebell .seerelative to Morocco would constitute torates called into session just .,
Finns, Poles, Jews, Armenians. Georever
everything
coo,
Ma
offers
afwas
to
ready
joist
in
search for him. • iiing better cern be done.
a calms balk.
son, just like they did letat.esting. gians and thirty other nationalities.
The Figaro asserts that this amount ternoon tor the formal transfer. The
They will surely come if thit
having obtained concessions frcm the
ed to an indirect ultimatum, and that new owners have new men of their
management here v.00 agree to same, goverrvnent, (ICl/11.11d more, In the
the Italian government communicated own to take every position in conand there is no doubt as to this.
crisis the government appears weaker
the eituz•ion to M. Barrere. the nection with every office, and many
Land is now at Frankfort and and more embarrassed than ever.
French ambiosedor to Italy, who in- changes will be made after they get
played the past season with Toledo The czar i$ kept in ignorance of
torimeif Paris June 4. Immediately settled in their acquisitions.
and goes with them next year. fte the true situation. Gen. Trepoff is
MR.
PETER
SMITH
CAN
GET
Stone & Webster direct operation
OILBERTSVILLE PEOPLE PAY and South
thliresfeer K. Delcasae
reeigned
will come here in a week enigmatic. Count Witte. who is fishUP AND SIT IN CHAIR
THEIR RESPECTS TO
(June 6) as A result of a violent of the concerns here, through their
or two for several days stay, before ing in troubled waters, flirts with evNOW.
headquarters in Boston. Mr. ilbeeckKING UNDO.
some in a cabinet council.
going to lalisrida to spend the winter ery4x)dy—business men, revolutionring this council M. Delcasse is er being their executive representawith South'- father and brother.
ist; and grand dukes His newspapers
alleged to have said: "I have a formal tive in Paducah.
propose that he he made premier.
Mrs.
Thomas
Corbett
Betting Better Two hacks He Occupied at That
ls•urance of Great Britain's support."
BEGIN
Minister Bouligin. of the interior
NORWAY'S
ON
at Their Home on North Sixth
TELEPHONE MEN FIGHT.
City Were Yesterday Morning
department. wants the situation to
PROBLEM
—Other
Ailing People.
Blown to Pieces.
lillaister Resigns.
drag along until the Dourna can he
Premier Rouvier is represented as Proceedings of City Council InterOrganization of New State Under- elected with a government majority.
rupted by Fisticnif.
angwetiag, "and I have M. Barrere's
taken by its Parliament.
Then he would begin vigiirous action.
The many friends of Mr. Peter
telegram proving that this means war
Sieveral weeks ago Lindo Murphy,
the revolutionists demand immeTenn
Pulaki,
:
. Oct. u.--The reg- Smith with be glad to learn that he known as the "King of Bootleggers"
if we continue your policy. I refuse
Christiana. Norway, Vet 13 • Pre- diate liberty of speech and of the
tel endorse
what you seem to treat ular proceedings of the board of may- is able to sit up in a chair at their went to Gilbertsville and rented ths mier Michelson opened if i regular press and the right of asse.mbly
It
or an aldermen last night were tem- home on Jackson near Ninth street.
so lightly."
storehouse and residence formerly session rif the Norwegian parliament these demand., they expect to ,btaiti
The other ministers arc said to porArily interrupted by a light be- He cannot use his left arm cw that wee by Jerry Rice, deceased. and yesterila; he Said
•a oltid a majority
If beaten. they threaten
love upheld M Ronvier, whereupon tween C. I. Meyer', of the Cumber- side of his body, which is paralyzed. also leased a small building sitting now i:-.‘vote its attention to creating more r-trikes and riots
Meatiwhili•
land Telephone company, and
NI. [Morisse resigned.
A. He has been confined „for many twenty feet distant, and which shack and • , insoledating the nett N away the
terror-stricken. Rio
miltry
4,
is
ZeelufT, representing the Alabama weeks, and the doctors do not see was once
The foregoing version ;$
a butcher shop. Thursday. IN 111C 11 now officially erotrs ti‘i ranks 'less and educatien are at a standstill
important in the allegation that Great Long Distance Telephone and Tele- evidences now of his complete re- Murphy went down to Mayfield on fit
Milt pi orient and life and propettv are unsafe.
tar...
absolutely
Pritam -night for and promised a ifiziph company. which seeks a fran- covery from the paralytic stroke at hatch's se and yesterday morning at 2 s;ates.
militars defensive alliance again•t chise here. Each man represented an early date.
lie annirunced a bil! %vim! i he sub
sneoue put dynamite under
o'ckck
REMARKABLE OPERATION.
Meyers
41;ermany.
e 91 Ii.s.de of the case, Mr
ss Ruhye Corbett has resumed, the tea) Gilbertsville houses he occu- natt...1 regulating the erditt : r,r fir
• aais i1,7 the alleged disadvantages of her duties as assistant librarian
latiorir. aril the r m
syrz • New Lower Eyelids Are Grafted on
at pithd and blew them to pieces. It is e'en
SMALLEST LIVING TWINS. 'tea ss stems in ihe saint town, and the Carnegie library. She has been claimed liquor and beer bottles were reel
re.
•-t. imp drit,, nt .liev of
an Ohio Man
Zeeleff claiming advantages for absent the past vteek attending
t
yet. he said. -could
the stored inside and blown up with the tric •
Twenty-Two Days Old and Don't]ceimpeting lines and saying that he bedeide of her ill mother at their strectures. It is not known who
•om if the iiite'lectnal and
Criartnbus. O., Ott. i3, -A mast
had worked fer the Cumberland seven home on North Sixth street.
V/eight Three Pounds.
The blew up the pieces, which were demol material de% elinpment of the country. reinaikalde surgical operation hae
year. doing the same dirty work Mr latter is much better.
ished and reduced to kindling wood Nor ivy must with united forces per- twee peel, rmed at Mount Carmel' Ines
New Orlearo I.a., Oct ta --In the Meyer.. is now doing
Mr Meyers
Lawyer Arthim Y. Martin is con- ba the extent that they cannot be re- fnrm that walk which gives even pied by which a man has been given
afilliken huspitalr.there are a pair of thereupon •truck Mr. Zeelnif over the
firm
et- eyelids, and an
at hi:f ii time on Jefferson near bait.
The people up there believe small peoples prestige and rank a new set
twins which are paobably the small- eye with what bystanders al ledge was Eles.cnth
examination today lir the first time
street with an attack of la the- places were being used for boot- among nations.
est living twine in thissection of the a pair of brass knucki-, indict:rig an grippe
.ainong the bills which will be sub- sli1Ce On work wa- elnne promises
ng. which they do not want.
country, if not in the *hole United ugly wound, which bled freely. Mr.
mitted
are a taxation bill, a trade that it will be entirely successful.
Tenrtsville
the
right
new
at
is
Miss Clansie S'ittherland has cornStates. Together +her weigh less ZeelutT is said to have made a mobill
and
a measure for the reorgani- The operation was on W. L. Kerr,
the
here
above
bridge
on
river
.nise
pletely
recovered from her attack of
than three pounds, and although they Oen a, if to draw a pistol, but was
zation
the army.
of
a
p lel
holit
ion.as
. burned in a natural gas exdivision
thif
.Leuiselfle
of the I. C.
are so small thef -chi hardly be seen prevented, and both were arrested typhoid fever, while her father, Mr.
Dick
leaurphy
been
has
a
arrested
Suthealand has recovered from,
numin their little bajs they Are thriving and searched, but no concealed weaPRIESTS TO RAISE COTTON
The new lids were formed by graft
' of times on the charge of bootunder the careful nursing of the sis- pons were found. There was much his two weeks spell of illness, an
Dallas, TVX., Oct 13.- Rev, James ing skin from Kerr's arm. The eyes
was
sometimes
'ng.
the
!c
yesterday
in
federal
able to leave the railters and .nurses of the Charity and ciinfusion and profanity 4n the crowd.
Phelan, a priest of Kansas City, ',Ma were then sewed with gut and bandt and others in the state tribunNglliken hospitals.
whose sympathies were with Zeeluff. road hospital.
and Rev John Phelan, who is in aged
4
Yesterday when the Dendrite-et
alt
They are boys, and althouth they
J. Polk Abernathy and Chief Mecharge of a Catholic church at Mar- were removed it was found poesible
Grand
Peoria
jury
vote;
indictment
are only 22 days old, they have alnald finally succeeded in restoring
Cues. Iowa, are in Dallas for the pur- to remove the stitches from one eye
ready been named. They are the quiet, and the hoard Proceeded with against O. •J. Bailey, chairman of, Associate Jtotice Titcker, of the su- pose, it is alleged, of purchasing
and those from the other eye were re
eons cif Mrs, Chas. Morgan of 1207 its work. This Morning Recorder school finance committee, for alleged' preme court of Arizona. against whom about eiesion acres of land in San
malfeasance
in
office.
charges were made, has been asked Patricio county to be devoted to rais- moved today. M. Kerr's eyes have
Aimqte Street, whobeing unable to Butler fined Mr. Zeeluff $5 and Mr.
not suffered any, and after an entire
te•escien.
furniih riourtaltinent for the babies. Meyers $to Both men are still in
ing cotton. The object is to ,simply recoyery from the operation they
Luke
B.
Wright.
governor general
took them ti the hospital.,
town.
the Philippines, resigns because of "William M. ivins accepts republi- the Irish rnilles with cotton in older will be as good as before..
friction with Colonel Edwards, of In- c* nomination for mayor of New tiireyfyc the inanufacturgig indusAcordhir to the statement - of an
try in Ireland.
Secretary Taft authariees the Phil eider bureau.
The coroner's; jailar investigating the
tork
Anstrian explorer the conditions in ippean government to
death of John V. 'Streed, a Camaccept a prof
the Congo Free State are working fered rtorninican
f;ree a and litilgarian peasant hands bridge. Ill., lawyer, returns; a verdict
compromise and thus
'Love rims over but it never' slops ffhe race for gold does not make clash in
out for the good of the natives.
Salemica, causing imperial
close up the friar land purchase.
,n he was killed by an unknown
Yi'1g
over.
the golden race
troop, to interfere.
pets
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i EVERYBODY ENTER COURT CLOSED

BACK HOME /COT FOUR MONTHS

CO)

PROMOTERS WANT TO GET JUDGE REED RETURNED FROM THEBES FARTHING FOUND JUDGE LIGHTFOOT GAVE HILL
AND TAKEN BACK TO
SIGNING ORDERS AT
ENTRIES OPENED RIGHT
THAT TERM FOR THEFT
RENTON.
MAYFIELD.
AWAY.
OF RAZOR

your present home now or
near future, you should stu
subject of Plumbing.
A little knowledge on
be beneficiAl to you in the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sanitation and will show you the samples of
'Stagger Ware we have in our showrooms.

This Afternoon Those of the Child- Next Monday He Starts His Civil Was Traced Through a Latter He Ed Eako.- Won Suit of Tea and CofCourt Which Will Continue for
Wrote to Editor James Lemon,
ren's Flower Parade Will Gathfee Company Against Him on
Eight Weeks.
'
of Mayfield Messenger
er at Park Grounds.
Account
Yesterday Judge W. M. Reed went
Thebes Farthing. the missing bank
Mr. Bennie Frank, who has charge
Yesterday afternoon in the quarterof entering animals and vehicles in down to Benton to sign up the orders cashier, passed through here Thurs- ly court Judge R. T. Lightfoot tried
the different events to be pulled off showing what was transacted during day en route to his former home in Tom 0. Hill and gave him four
during the Horse Show, stated yes- the criminal and civil term of court Mayfield, in company with his 1)J-oth- months in the county jail for stealing
terday that it seemed as if everybody which ends today. He finished with er-in-law. Mr. William Usher, iyho a razor from Mr. Downs at the latwas waiting until the last moment everything several days ago, but as found him at Kansas City, Mo., ter's marble yards on West Trimble
before entering, and that this was go- it took until yesterday for the clerk where the former was residing is at- street. The young man yesterday
ing to cause a very great rush when to get everything op in the order tempting to conceal his idetity.
morning was held over to the circuit
tthere was started the entry work. books, he waited until then before Farthing was located through a let- court grand jury by Judge Sanders in
Hundreds of people here in the city going down to sign the orders and ter he wrote Colonel James Vilsion, the police court. on this charge, but
aro preparing to enter some of the thereby make official transactions of the newspaper mast of Mayfield. and as, the grand jnry.does not convene
events for the coming y.l'e'els, and are the tribunal. He returned last night. to which the young fellow signed the until December Judge Lightfoot gave
now daily holding practices in driv- =. Next Monday morning Judge Reed name of J. C. Kidd.
Hill a trial, as permitted between
ing, riding, drilling, etc. None or Will open the civil session of court
Farthing comes from a prominent grand jury sittings.
these people, however, have entered here and continues same for eight family at Mayfield and for several
yet- by depositing the fee charged to weeks. He consumes all of next years had been cashier of the bank
Property Sold.
get in, but the promoters wish that week in calling over the docket and at Haubstadt, Ind. August 31st he
Property lying in the Chamblin and
everybody intending to enter do so setting the dates on which the jury disappeared from that Indiana., city Murray addition has been sold
by W.
as quickly as possible so that every- will try the different proceedings. and it was claimed he was $7,000 S. Mills to Fannie Wilson
for $300.
thing will not come in one grand Next Monday Week he empanels short in his accounts with the finan- and the deed filed for record
with the
rush next week. Many outside horse the jury and goes into the hearing cial institution. His wife was in Ev- county clerk yesterday.
owners have written that they see of each respective action read* or ansville at the time.
W. S. Mills bought from Chambcoming with their strings of animals trial.
He has since been traveling over lin and Murray property in the
and that they will enter on getting
One case to be set is that of El- the country under assumed nasseg and Chamblin and Murray addition for
•
here in person. This means that more Townsend against Noel Gaines, finally got to Kansas City. One day $300.
it will take nearly all the time to latter of Frankfort. for $ro,000. last week Editor James Lemon, of
J. Andy Bauer transferred several
enter these outsiders at the last mo- Gaines is one of the officials of the Mayfield, got a letter signed "J. C. pieces of property
around Seventh
ment as they cannot get here ear- state guard and locked Townsend up Kidd." in which the writer seat a and Trimble
streets to the Paducah
lier, therefore. the people here in the in the guardhouse during the encamp- dollar and asked that the newspaper Pottery company, the
latter concern
city should help preventing a great ment at Wallace park, without any man send the unknown writer a copy being the Bauer plant
under its rerush by entering gradually from now authority whatever, the latter being a of every issue of the Mayfield Mes- organization.
on, and getting as much of this work civilian
Mr. Townsend was in Lou- senger from September 1st to the
done as possible.
isville several days ago and met present date. A= it was during those
Coffee Company Suit.
Yesterday work was commenced Gaines n the streets several times, dates that the Mayfield journal .was
The court found for the defendant
upon the ten new boxes that are to but the latter had nothing to say printing accounts of the Farthing in the suit of the Blanke
Tea and Cof
be constructed at the ball park grand about the alleged charges he prefer- scandal at Hanbstadt. Editor Lemon fee company against
Edward Eaker
stand. They will be completed to- red against Townsend in the office of surmised that it was Farthing him- for money claimed due
on an account
day or Mkmday. The boxea are the the adjutant general at Frankfort, self who was sending for the papers for goods plaintiff
furnished defendones used inside the grandstand for wherein Gaines claims TOwn-end is which he wanted mailed to him at ant. It was proved 'that
Eaker had
the baseball gamic% and are very still a member of the old state guards Kansas City in the name of Kidd. paid tbs.
account, and the court di•choice locations to get good and un- here, and_ameanable to military pun- Thee' newspaper man informed the fam inisscd the proceeding.
,
obstructed views of the horse events. ishment.
ily of the missing cashier of the
This afternoon at 3 o clock there
mysterious letter, and that nigh; the
Guardian Qualified
wild meet at the baseball park all the
W. B. Walters qualified as guardbrother-in-law, Mr. William thher,
UP TO FIFTH.
children who are going to take part
jumped on the train and rushed to ian of Joe B. Cox, aged to years, and
in the children's flower parade, which Commissioner Rose Continues Find- Kansa* City. There he went to the Edwin Cox ,aged 15
years.
is under direction of Mesdames Vicing Things in Good Shape..
hotel where it was directed to fortor Voris and C. H. Sherrill. It is
ward the Mayfield papers and asked CLAIMS HE IS CHARLEY ROSS.
requested that the parents of the litCommissioner C. C. Rose will by EL.J. C. Kidd was registered at the
tle ones accompany them to the ;this afternoon have finished inspecthostelry. The clerk told him that No Doubt About Proofs This Time,
park this afternoon, as the tadks in. ing all the buildings on the South
Galveston Man Insists
Kidd roomed a short distance away,
charge want to see them also.
side of Broadway, extending out but took his meals at the hotel. Mir.
Yesterday the sawdust was spread from the river. CM this side he is
Galveston, Tex.. Oct. 13.—Two
Usher then took a seat in the lobby
for the driveway that will be right finding them nice and clean like on
and about it o'clock last Wednesday years ago William Von Hodges. of
out in front of the grandstand. On the other side of that thoroughfare,
morning Farthing came walking in this city, went to German town, Pa.,
this plot the riding exhibitions and with few exceptions. Those found
for his dinner. He was startled to and made claims to being Charley
other events will be held.
in bad condition, with accummuiated find Mr. Usher there waiting for him Ross. He was abused by Walter
Last night another rehearsal was piles of trash around, are ordered
but at the solicitation of the latter Ross and denied an interview with
held by those taking part in the mu- cleaned up, and if this is not done,
came on to his'home in Mayfield to Mt.. Ross.
sical drill., at the park grounds.
the fire insurance rates are then rais- see his father and mother.
Von Hodges has just returned from
Th.. promoters have received word ed, and this additional cost kept on
After Farthing disappeared it was a second visit to the East, during
from Whitehead, Hoag & Co, of until the premises are cleaned up.
state./ the reports were erroneous which by a ruse he obtained an interNewark, New Jersey, that the son
wherein it was claimed he was short view with Mrs. Ross, who became
badges ordered from them were shipFrederick Schurch, a Louisville $7,000. He will lot have to go back hysterical after a few moments' talk
ped Thursday. This means they bridegroom of only two days, comto stand trial as matters have been Von Hodges claims to have satisfied
should arrive here today or tomor- mitted suicide by hanging.
Mrs. Ross as to the correctness of
arranged.
row The badges are for use during
bis claims and feels confident the jam
the show.
lb will recognize him as the lost son
Mlany communications
continue
• Von Hodges has been working
coming from the outside towns,
three years in securing proofs and
from stock owners who state they
has succeeded in finding a relative of
are preparing to enter their animals
one of the abductors and al.o a woin the events. Mr. Bennie Frank has DECLARES THE NAVY OFFIC- WEAVER ACCUSED PHILADELman in Brooklyn who saw Baby Ross
sent out many programmes, showing
ERS ARE TOO OLD FOR
PHIA PUBLIC AGENTS OF
in the hands of the abductors. All
the different events so those at a
SERVICE
MISAPPROPRIATING.
admit the possibility of Von Hodges'
distance will know just exactly what
is to come off.
Von Hodges married a Galveston
The most recent letters indicating Says Young Men Must Be Put Forand worked as a checker n the
Penrose
girl
Machine
Attacked
and
entries are from T. Nicholson, of
ward to Save Nation From
wharf here.
Heads of Political Clique and
Bandana and E. T. Griffith, of MayDisaster.
It i. asserted that Walter Ross had
Firm Members Arrested.
field, both of whom say their strings
detectives following the Galveston
will be here on time.
man about a year ago.
Washington, Oct. 13..—The Post
Ph 11 a de lphia, Oct. 13.-- 1 renry E
prints an interviOw with George Dew- Baton and John W. Henderson of HUSBANDS REGISTER A KICK
ey, in which he declares that the offi- Henderson & Co., a firm of contrao
cers of the American navy above the tors, and James D. Finley, a cousin
rank of lieutenant are. as a rule, too of Israel W. Durham, head of the March in Body to Where Women
Meet and Make Protest
old
:or the grades they occhpy. The Ponrose republican machine, were
ABSENCE OF WITNESSES HAS
admiral
continues:
FORCED A CONTINUANCE
arrested here yesterday on charges_
"The nation will assuredly meet of conspiracy to defraud the city of
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 13.—Di-ivTILL LATER
with disaster in a naval war unless Philadelphia in connection with the en to desperation by the numerous
younger men are given command of construction of a hospital for per- social functions which their wives atthe ships of our navy."
sons with small pox. They were tend, 200 husbands of Williamsport
Chester Lear Is Resting Well at His
"Continuing the older men in com- held in bail for hearing tomorrow. adopted a noved way of protesting
Home Near Stubblefield in the
mand of the ships of the navy would Warrants for their arrest were again.t its further continuance. AfAdjoining County.
be a certain menace to the country. sworn out by James G. Gordon, coun ter discussing the situation and exIn the event of a war we would see, set for Mayor Weaver.
plaining that they were being neglectin all probability, a repetition of the
at home, their dinners late, their
ed
Two warrents issued at the same
Yesterday morning Judge Bunk deplorable events which occurred in
business engagements interferred with
remain
time
uncerved.
for
They
are
Gardner, of the police court at May- the first year or two of the civil war.
the arrest of Abraham L. English, and their purses depleted they marchfield, called the case charging Deputy Old men for the .most part
were in director of public safety under for- ed in a body to houses where their
Sheriff Finis Webb with shooting command of the federal ships
wives were being entertained and pro
when
young Chester Lear last week at that hostilities between the North and mer Mhyor Ashbridge, and Phillip tested publicly.
Johnson,
brother-in-law
H.
Mr.
of
place. On account of some absent South broke out. The officers then
'Smne of the women admitted that
witnesses whose testimony is of im- were older, by the way, than those Durham, and a former city architect. there were grounds for complaint and
These
men
are
not
city,
in
the
but
portance, the proceeding was con- who are now in command in our navy
one euchre club disbanded on the
tinued until next Wednesday morn- You remember that dbasrer followed bail, in $5,000 each has already been spot. Other wives were less quiesentered
for
It
them.
is
that
expected
ing when it will again be taken up disaster, and it was not until younger
cent, but the husbands believe that
and then decided whether the deputy men were placed in command of our Mir. English will /surrender before they have given an effective check
the
hearing
tomorrow.
shall be held over to the grand jury fighting vessels that victories succeed
to social functions and that the woIt is said that the alleged frauds
or dismissed.
ed reverses. And the change in the
men will be more moderate in the
Reports front Mayfield are that con fortunes of war on the water did not were committed through the award- future.
siderable feeling exists over the shoot come until congress had passed the ing of the new Municipal hospital to
the highest bidder, through changing
ing, as nearly everybody believes that act which placed naval officers
who
Webb was a little too hasty in pull- had reachcd the age a 62 years on specifications and using inferior ma- BANK CASHIER IS INDICTED.
Lockport. N. Y., Oct. 13.—The
terials and by collecting full pay
ing his gun and sending a bullet the retired list.
United States grand jury has reportments
for
immediately
the
and
work
through the body of the little boy
"In the recent war in the far East
ed an indictmetit against Fred R.
because the latter ran to avoid ar- all the officers in the Japanese navy asking for $.4o,000 more to finish it.
Green, cashier of the Fredonia Nation
rest on being put out of the fair frcm the admiral down were in the
'Discoveries made by W. Bieddyn
bank of Freedonia; N. Y. There
al
grounds. into which he slipped with- prime of life."
Powell, city architect, in an investiare thirty-five copnts charging false
out paying admission. The lad lives 'Understand, that in no sense do
gation
made by him under instrucI
.in the Stubblefield neighborhood of mean . criticise the officers who are tions from Mayor Weaver, led to entries in Rums ranging from $uoo to
$73,900 and the misappropriation and
the county and yesterday's reports now i 'command or have
commanded the warrants. The mayor's attention abstraction of other fund.. Green is
were that he was resting well and our
r vessels so splendidly. But had been called already to the hos- under bond to appear when wanted.
getting better, but not able to be at I
, from experience that in the pital work.
the court yesterday for the prelimin- !ore of war we must have younger
When Mr. Powell submitted his
Witness in case of an English mem
ary hearing. The lad comes of a men o direct the fighting aboard the report to the mayor it was said it inher of parliament charged with killgood family and is quite a nice little ski . You see." added the
. ing his wife causes
admiral, dicated fraud
a sensation by
chap. who did only what thousands "I
it say all this because I am old
Since the pre-sentation of Mr charging an equerry of king with atof others have done, slipped into the rnys
; Powell's report repeated efforts have tempted bribery.
grounds without paying.
been
for ito
nutmade he
to get
al w atyge
h refused.my
aor to
ivu
postega
hez, Miss., has appealed
1
but
getting evidence against the risen
A Jeffersonville, Id., girl issued fund•
help her poor who have suf- time it has been in the hands of his who, it is alleged, were benefitted by
the license for, her own marriage.
_ I counsel, and detectives have beet, the contract,
fere' rom yellow fever.
,
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Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert Iworkman? If you do take
it to
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THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paducuth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1515,000

Ttdple
ton
1/500.
tote
ed, a
fdaoti
v)r
b

ED P. NOBLE,PRE&

0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES,
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits Peri 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposita.. Safety Doses in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sto per year as to sib*. You carry ye•ur sem

tom

key and no one but yourself Ism access.
For Vault*, Monuments and General

Cemetery

Work

Use

GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSURE AND THEN RETAINS
WHITENESS; does not become dark and discolored.
: LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

JUD

v
Jim
at

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, rtSog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.

New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management, for guests at. the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very beat accommodations at reasonable rates

Price Bros.& CO.,
Dawsor4Springs, Kentucky.

Paducah Transfer Company
(Isoorporated.)

General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for .
Office .
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monr,e
And Household Goods.
Both 'Phones iv

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Campbell Elock.
Office Phone 369.

-

Residence Phone 796

Subscribe For The Register
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CITY GIVES $500 GAVE STOVE AWAY
RECOM- MR. S. W. BURKS, OF SOUTH
COMMITTEE WILL
FOURTH, GOT THE
,
MEND THAT FOR SILVER
GIFT.
SERVICE.

To Be Made With Understanding The Successful Bakings at the
Rhodes-Burford Establishment
That it is Not Payable Until
Will Close Today.
Next Year.

14

Our
Ads
Tell
Truth

/The Cardui Story
Is of vital interest to every sick and debilitated woman.
Read it, to find the reason for your trouble.
Read it, to find out how you can be cured.
No false claims are ever made about Garda Its success of over
70 years is built upon the solid foundation of TRUTH.

'Yesterday afternoon at 3:3o o'clock
Mayor Yeiser stated yesterday
that next Monday evening a report there was held the stove drawing at
would be in at the council meeting, the Rhodes-Burford establishment of
requesting that the city pledge it- North Fourth street, and, the holder
self to pay $500 towards the $1,500 of the lucky number was Mr. S. W.
fund being raised for purpose of buy- Burke of 722 South Fourth street,
ing a silver service set that is to be who is connected with the Harbour
presented the officers and crew of department house on North Third
the gunboat Paducah which is named street, his coupon being No 1042.
The drawing was conducted in
:after this city. The city is to pledge
this amount, but it cannot be paid presence of a crowd of several' hundred people, and was a most interuntil after the first of next year.
in speaking of the matter yester- esting affair, every anxious holder of
has cured a &en women, who were sulfating ttrIth all the pains
day the mayor said that no provision a coupon wishing for hinulelf to bei
and
4/scooted, which tamale weakness brings.
A GRAND MIIMCDIZ.
was made in this year's funds for sr, the lucky one.
YOUNG AND OLD
For several weeks past everybody
tt
wilt
donation of this size and character.
cure
yen,
"We
as
It
cured
hare been using Wine of Cantheta—drive
away
your
headar1 earasetly urged to write us at on for Free Advice.
ache, backache, dizziness, dragging sensations, irregular or un- did tor several
"writes Mrs.J.
and that the emergency funds of calling at that store has been given
Make as swat confidant, describing a/ your troubles, stet.
L. King, of Hansa,
,"as/ -kg sp.sal we Ira mad you rideable iestructions and
'1905 are now about exhausted, like a coupon, containing a number. Thel
natural discharge, aod make you a healthy, happy woman.
It a grand medicine ler lanais traatiiss.
V.
pida, sesta savelspe.
atilt/i
t
they always are towards the end of duplicate of this number was deposit-;
Try it.
Itexpect_
has save* rse mow doctors' bile.
: Law Aivtaary Dept. The Chattanooga
each year. The city solicitor has ed in a large box with top screwed,
1
to cestime to ass it."
Isli
Co..
atattanoses.
Inas.
down
close, the card being dropped;
At every Droggisrs, in $1.00 Bottles.
kroked into the question and finds
that the money can be legally allow- in through a small opening, Between!
ed, if it can be found anywhere in the 5,000 and 6,000 of these coupons had
c..
treasury, but as there is none what- been given crut to the pttblk. 'At 3:30
this
Over left for a use of this kind, the o'clock yesterday afternoon
school occurs at the regular hour. and WANTS ALL OFFICIALS
Veport hØlzsday night will provide screwed-top box was opened, Me
then during the preaching by Rev.
INDICTED AT ONCE.
that the city pledge the amount, coupons all dumped into a hat box
T. J. Newell the children will renof
mammoth
size,
and
well
in
next'
shaken
for
provided
which will be
der their program. Dr. Newell will Merchants Association Asks of New
o years levy, and paid right after the up. Then Miss Lillian Moore was
preach in the morning on "The DiYork District Attorney.
selected as the little lady to put her
first of the' year.
Where and What Services Will Be Held.
vine Recognition." while at night his
The mayor has been trying to get her hand into the box and draw
theme for discourse is "The Miracle
New York, Oct. 13.---The Mertogether for the past week, the com- forth the first ocupon she touched.
of Vision." Tomorrow morning an chants' association of New York,
It
happened to be lop, the duplicate
mittee selected to see if the city
offering will be collected for the ben- through its board of directors adopt•
could legally donate this money, but of which was held by Mr. Borks
efit of the aged ministers, and also ed resolutions calling upon the dis'he has failed because a full board of who was in the house witnessing the
the widows and orphans of deceased trict attorney of New York county
committeemen could not be gotten at drawing. On the number being anThis evening Bishop Woodcock,by a crowded house of friends as no preachers, and it is the desire of Pas- to ascertain whether an indictment
his office at one time, Some of them nounced he came forward and was will arrive from Louisville to remain pastor was
ever more popular with tor Newell that everyone make an can not be found against the offieach call would have business pre- presented with the fine hot blast several days conducting the dedicat- his Mock
cers of life insurance companies who
and
the public genersity offering of some character.
ventitfg their attendance, so as the heater manufactured by the Buck ory ceremonies for the new parish than
Dr.
have contributed funds to campaign
Perryman.
He
written
has
Stove
and
Rang
company.
The
stove
appropriadecided
.solicitor has
the
house at Grace Episcopal church. To- that he cannot tell until he reaches
Grand Affair.
committees.
tion can be legally made, the mayor will be delivered to his house today morrow morning at 9:3o o'clock the here
An excellent supper and gathering
whether he will be able to reIt is said that action wili be takwill between now and Monciay cal) free of charge.
Sunday school will be held and this main and preach at the evening hour given by the congregation of the en by the state attorney looking to
The drawing was conducted under
the committee personally and have
Third street Methodist church last the restoration of money so contribfollowed at to:45 o'clock with a ser- for Rev. Cheek.
them sign the report, pledging the supervision of Mr. J. E. Dye, the mon by the bishop. at the closs of
evening was a grand and successful uted.
sum, payable next year. All of them well known representative of the which the congregation will repair to
affair
attended by something like 1,The resolutions declare that:
Trimbie
Street
Church.
heartily concur in the idea of donat- stove manufacturing company, while the new parish
000 people, all of whom were highly
where
"In
the
dedthe judgment of this board
house
Rev.
W.
W.
Armstrong,
of
the
ing this amount, and the only thiag the little girl who preformed the icatory ceremonies will
be conduct- Trimble street Methodist church is in pleased with the affair. The supper the excuse offered for the payments
holding them back was whether- it drawing was the daughter of Con- ed. At 4:30 o'clock tomorrow
after- Trenton, Tenn.. on business, but will was given underneath the huge tent violates every sound principle of
ductor J. Norton Mloore of Eighth
-could be legally done.
noon the bithop again preaches in the return today and be in his pulpit to- erected at Sixth and Husbands streets business morality, and would justify
The committee consists of the and Clark streets.
by Rev. Peter Fields. who will to- the illegal conversion of public and
church, and after this he will con- morrow morning and evening.
Everybody was well pleased with
mayor, city solicitor, President Davis
morrow morning begin his series of private trust funds of every descripfirm a large class. Monday evening
of the abdermanic board, President the drawing and many were the com- from 8 until tt o'clock
protracted meetings to be conducted tion; that the penal code provides in
"house
the
First
Presbyterian.
Ingram of the councilmanic body, plimentary remarks heard concerning warming" and reception for
under
the tent. The supper started substance that any officer, director,
the
bishTomorrow
morning
at the First
and Mr. L Stanley DuBois, latter of the generosity of the furniture house. op will be held
at 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon and trustee or manager of a corporation
house,
at
the
parish
Presbyterian
church
Rev.
W.
E.
The bakings at the store close tothe Commercial club
at which time an excellent musical Cave will preach on "The Blessing continued until to o'clock last night, who intentionally appropriates or
The fund for the silver service is day after a most successful run of program will bi rendered, refresh- of
Harvest" while at night his theme and during that time nearly 1,000 causes to be appropriated any of its
being gotten up by the ladies of the. two weeks.
ments served and a general social ses for worship is "A Strange Choice." people were served and entertained. funds to his own use or to any other
The fine stove given to Mr. Burks
city, and particularly the Daughters
Excellent music was &gnashed by person other than the person due,
sion held. At first it was intended
of the Confederacy, who have al- is the one which has been standing to have some of the
the
orchestra and the choir from the steals this property and is guilty of
school
drahigh
Second
Baptist.
ready gotten about $soo pledged nut on the sidewalk in front of matic club pupils put on
Broadway Methodist church, the pro- larceny and that the board believes
play
their
Tomorrow
morning
"Excuses"
will
from the public at large, and who Rhodes-Burfords each day, for pur- "Arabian
Nights," but this has been be the subject for discourse by Rev. gram being one teeming with choice that the interests of the community
requested the municipal government pose of demonstrating its merits.
E. H. Cunningham at the Second selections of much beauty and enjoy- demands that this misappropriation
deferred for the time being.
to make the donation mentioned,
The vestrymen will have charge Baptist church, while he has not yet ment. The supper was the largest if a crime, should be visited with
The action Of the Chicago and Al$500. They will all be well pleased
punishment; that
law
oi the reception, while the refresh- selected his topic for the evening affair of its kind ever given in this adequate
to learn that this will be recommend- ton railroad in cancelling Sunday ments and
other features will be con- hour. Rev. Cunningham returned city and evidences what can be ac- should be enforced irrespective of
ed, and the legislative boards will trains in order to give its employes
ducted under the supervision of the yesterday from the West Union Bap- complished by the good ladies and the station of the offender, and that
doubtless allow same as all spoke in a holiday thay lead to a general effort
church societies.
tist Association convention at Bland- their co-workers on blending their ef- nothing would be more operative as
favor of it when referring the ques- to induce other roads to agree to a
a check upon corrupt use of the
ville, and will not start his protracted forts.
lion to the committee.
similar arrangement.
The
revivals
will
be
assisted
in
by
money of corporations than convicmeeting
for
about two weeks yet.
German Evangelical.
the balance of the Methodist minis- tion of the offender as a common
Tomorrow morning at the Evanters of the city, and being such a fer- thief."
German Lutheran.
gelical church on South Fifth street,
vent and forceful worker Rev. Fields
morning
at
9:30
o'clock
Tomorrow
Rev. Bourquin will preach on the
Sunday
school
will
be
conducted at will have a crowded tent each day DEMURRER TO INDICTMENT.
subject. "A Wonderful Shadow,"
the
German
Lutheran
church on and night to hear the strong sermons.
while at night he speaks on "What
Beef Trust Magnates Still Fighting
street.
German preach
JUDGE SANDERS IS LOOKING THE DEGREE TEAM OF EA- Is a Church For?" Both sermons will South Fourth
Hard on Technical Grounds.
INVITED
ing
IS
POPE
o'clock
held
by
at
to:
will
be
UP AUTHORITIES AT
GLES RECEIVED THEIR
be in the English language.
TO PARTICIPATE
Rev. E. Bourquin and wife have Rev. William Ilten, while at 7:30
PRESENT.
REGALIA.
Chicago, Oct. Ia.—Edward Tilden,
returned to their home in Bretzville, o'clock at night he preaches in the
In Peace Conference--Autograph Let president of the board of education
Ind., after visiting their sons the English language
and head of the National Packing
letter From Czar—No Answer.
Jim Casey, Colored, Was Dismissed, Eagles Home Proposition WW Be .Rev. Bourquin of here.
company, and Libby, McNeil & Libby
Mission.
Twelfth
North
as the Shooting Was Proven to
Taken Up After the Horse Show
Rome, Oct. 12.—A cardinal in- has been served with a subpoenae to
This afternoon at 3 o'clock Sunday
Be Accidental.
Dr. Pinkerton Left.
is Over With.
school F-ervices will be conducted at forms a press correspondent that the appear as a witness in the trial of
This morning at t :4o o'clock Rev.
the Baptist mission church on North czar has sent an autograph letter to the packers, their agents and attorW. H. Pinkerton, of the First Christhe pcpe inviting him to send repre- neys who were indicted on carges of
Twelfth street.
Judge Sanders did not decide yewYesterday morning there arrived tian church, left for Cincinnati where
conspiracy to monopolize the meat
sentatives to the peace conference.
terday morning the case charging the from Columbus, Ohio, the fine uni- he remains several weeks helping con
It is not expected that the Italian business.
Broadway Methodist.
East Tennessees
Telephone com- forms for the degree team of the duct the protracted meeting at the
Mr. Tilden has been ordered to
Tomorrow morning and evening government will object owing to the
pany with tearing up Kentucky av- fraternal order of Eagles. There are principal Christian church there. Rev. T. J. Newell will be in his pul- improved relations between the vati- produce on November 1 books and
enue around Fourth street, without ten of the uniforms, one for each From the Queen City he goes to pint at the Broadway Methodist can and the quirinal and also because papers pertaining to the packing comfirst having procured a permit from member of the team, and the para- Western Pennsylvania to assist in church.
the German chancellor. Prince Bae- pany. Judge J. Otis Humphrey rethe city engineer. He is busy yet phernatia came from the famous M. similar work, arrangements having
low, has strongly urged the Italian sumed the hearing (..1 arguments yeslooking up the law referred to him C. Lilly house which manufactures been made for a great revival to be
foreign minister, Sig. Tittoni. to terday on the general and special deCumberland Presbyterian.
by the lawyers on each side, and it the finest regalia of this character started on the same day in forty
Services at the First Cumberland smooth the way to a definite reconcil- murrers to the indictment. District
is believed a decision will be reached to be found anywhere in the world. churches of that vicinity. Tomorrow Presbyterian church will be conduct- iation. The pope has not yet sent Attorney Morrison concluded his arg
today or Minnday.
iiment and was followed by Attorney
The uniforms are white duck, morning at the First Christian church ed tomorrow morning at ti o'clock his snswer to the czar.
The congregation of the propagan- W. J. Hynes for the defense.
In the court yesterday morning with silver threaded decorations, here the Sunday school and commun- and at 7:3o o'clock in the evening by
Will Jackson was given a continu- while on same is embroidered an ion will be held at the usual time, Rev. S. H. Ethman. Sunday school da has learned that the opinion of
ance until next Mkmday of the war- eagle, and combined it makes one of while at night the Christian Endeavor will he held at 9:3o o'clock in the the American bishops is favorable ,to FOOTBALL CLAIMS OVER
rant charging him with stealing some the prettiest and most serviceable society hold their worship. There morning and the Senior Christian En the appointment of Polish coadjutors
TWO SCORE VICTIMS.
whiskey from Jim Sherrill.
regalia ever used in this city. It will will be no preaching tomorrow.
deavor at 6:30 o'clock in the evening. in cities of the United States having
New York, Oct. Ia.—Forty-five
It is the desire of the new pastor to many Polish inhabitants. The pope
James Casey, colored, was dismiss- be worn for' the first time next WedBaptist Association.
meet tomorrow morning every Cum- will probably act favorably in this deaths and hundreds of serious ined. He is the negro held pending nesday evening at which time a large
Yesterday the West Union Baptist berland Presbyterian within the lim- matter on the congregation's recom- juries is 'the record of foctball for
an investigation into the shooting of number of new candidates will be in
Association
closed its several days' its of the church. An opportunity mendations.
the
of
itiated
mysteries
into
the
the last five years, according to the
John Moss, the cabin boy of the
session at Blandville. where a very will be given all desirous persons to
canvass made by the Herald. The
steamer Clyde. The shooting was growing and popular organization.
DAVID B. HEhfDERSON DYING. resift of this is printed today. In
accidental, Casey snapping the gun
The lodge is having much degree large attendance has been participat- unite with the church.
almost every instance the death or
at Moss without knowing it was work to do right now, as many ap- ing since the convention opened.
Ex-Speaker Reported Critically Ill in injury was due directly to heavy mass
Tenth Street Christian.
loaded. Moss is resting well at the plications for membership are being The next meeting will he held at
Dubuque, Iowa.
plays against which, the Herald says.
Rev, B. W. Bass, of the Tenth
Riverside hospital, and will get well, brought in since there was started Spring Bayou church, the Wednes-the doctors believe, unless correpli- the contest. The old members get- day before the third Sunday of next Street Christian church, will tomorDubuque, Iowa. Oct. Ia.—Former President Roosevelt and the country
cations set in.
ting the largest number of new ones October. Yesterday Rev. John S. row morning preach on "The Sun- Speaker David B. Henderson is re- at large are protesting so vigorously.
Baptist church, day School" while at the evening ported to be
Annie Brewer, charged with steal- wiM be presented with a handsome Cheek, of the First
in a critical condition
Cunningham, hoar his topic for discourse is "The
Earl
Rev.
city,
of
this
other
ins'gnia,
charm
or
badge,
in his apartments at the Hotel Julian JAP EMPEROR TO HONOR HIM
ing a cloak from Hannah Rowland Os
Baptist church, and Two Ways." Tomorrow afternoon he He is suffering from paresis and has
'Seattle, Wash., Oct. 12.—"V Daniwas given a continuance until today. and this is resulting in many peti- of the Second
E. Potter returned goes out to the Payne school house been confined to his bed the last three son, the American legal adviser of the
Joseph
Colonel
0
tions
brought
in.
being
Last
WredTom Hill was held to the grand
association.
in the Maxon Mill neighborhood, to weeks. It is understood he had a Japanese war office, is to receive high
jury to answer the charge of stealing nesday night nine applkatons were from attending the
conduct services there for the new sinking .pell this afternoon and his decoration from the Emperor for his
in,
the
more
in,
will
be
many
while
a razor from the Downs marble
Christian church he organized two physicians are greatly alarmed. Inti- services at the Portsmouth peace conFavored Divine Preaches.
yards (Ace on West Trimble *rte. next meeting evening. One week
This evenirg there arrives in this weeks ago while conducting the se- mate friends my the end is not far ference.'
.This is the statement made
Will 'Henderson, colored, was fined from next Wednesday night a nlass
city Rev. George W. Perryman, of ries of revival meetings there. The off. A nurse is constantly at his bed to a Post Intelligencer correspondent
initiated.
thirty
will
be
about
of
Sao and costs for engaging in a game
After the Horse Show is over with Knoxville. Tenn., who comes to congregation out there will not but side. Every effort is being made to by Shaw T. Nishimura, who is on his
of shooting craps, out about Tenth
the
Eagles will take up with the preach at the First Baptist church to- up their own church until next year, keep secret his true condition.
way from Tokio to Montreal, Canada,
and Husbands streets, where much
morrow morning, and possibly tomor neither will they get their regular
Commercial
where he represents the Japan cenclub
this
the
question
of
goes
on,
this
and
which the police
of
row night also. He is now at Jack- pastor until then, therefore Rev.
tral
offering
inducements
tea traders' association.
nacity
for
the
AVOIDS
BATH
FOR
YEARS
intend breaking up.
tional lodge of Eagles to locate here son, Tenn., attending a big meeting Bass has to Yitipply the pulpit until
Marshalltown, Iowa., Oct. 13.--11ethe widows and orphans home they , of Baptists and comes here from that other arrangements are made.
cause, as the plaintiff alleges, her
When the Rogues Fall Out.
The Massachusetts state tederation intend establishing. The Commer- city.
husband has not bathed for twenty(Indianapolis News.)
-of labor is making a strong fight cia) club members are doing all they
Rally Day Service,
Dr. Perryman is the fervent,
two years and brags of the fact,
It must make those insurance
against the working of children in can to push the 'Horse Show along, strong and leading divine who filled
Tomorrow morning at the Broad- Mrs. Phoebe Naumann, wife of a chaps pretty sore to feel that it was
the factories and mills of the state. and as this is taking all of their time, the pulpit here for several years, but way Methodist church there will be farmer files a petition for divorce. a vain, foolish and
utterly inexcusThe matter is to be carried before it is deemed best to wait until they last fall went to Knoxville where he conducted the Rally Day service, at She asks the custody of seven minor able scrap on the
part of the Equitlegislature
the next
on investigations are done with this, before layingle-inow has charge of the Centenial Bap- which time the children of the Sun- children and $R.000 alimony or one- able
participants that gave the whole
the body has made.
tist church. He will be greeted here day school will participate. Sunday third of the defendant's property.
I fore them the home proposition.
snap away. ma I
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Woman's Perfect Relief

'

not vanish from the earth
i! I
through any econdinic law, -since
beauty is its own excuse for being.
Rightly set tasks with symrsithetic,
PUBLISHED BY THE
liberal care, will produce a finer
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., tribe of horses and add a broader en(Incorporated)
joyment to human life. Society; in
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. its festal array, takes part in the
horse show more in appreciation
JAMES E. WILHELM, President. than vanity, and shines to advantage
on such occasions both in the foreJOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. ground and background."

mer officials and contractors for
fraud in connection with -building a
hospital. In making these charges
against the men specified the ma&or
has gone right into the Penrose faction, his opponent in present fight,
to clean out the grafters and gongers in the Quaker City, the controllers heretofore of the republican
party in the state. The fight, t*Ilith
to the hilt heretofore, will row
Defeating Machine-Made Nominees. sharper from this on between Mayor
At the municipal election in Nash- Weaver and the grafters.
ville Thursday machine methods reNorway's parliament has convened
ceived another black eye. Nashville
is a rcck-ribbed democratic city and to begin the work of making necat the democratic primary a contest essary laws for the new goverethent.
was tiled, but the committee ittnored The country as yet has not egosen
the contest, destroyed certain, ballots an executive head and there are no
and awarded the certificate to their certainties as to the result itf; this
man in "good old Kentucky" style. regard. It is probable and ppasible
but the contestant was Oct to be out- for the establishment of a republidone and be made the race independ- can form of government similiar to
ent and was elected by over Soo that in Switzerland, which is in great
votes. Machine methods are becotn- favor with the political students of
iag more unpopular each day, and if the country, though there Is still talk
the machine persists in endeavoring of a king. Norway, it may be said,
to thwart the \yin of the rank and file, is just now up against her most trythe best thing for the voters to do is ing period as a new and independent
to defeat tfie roan who accepts a cc untry.
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Drifting
Or Steering?

14155C230121122M1111111101312.s

We
Thank
You.

Are you drifting or steering? Do
you let yourself float aimlessly on the
stream of current events, spending
your income to the last cent on present enjoyment?
Start
Get a purpose in your life.
toward it If yetti spend money make
it a point to save money. Have an
object in your saving and it will' become easy
This bank can help you by placing
at your disposal all its facilities .for
saving—Home savings bank. 4 per
cent compound interest, the privilege
of depositing or withdrawing money
at will

Three short worth, admit, but if
you knew how well they express our
feelings you would say they are sufficient.

One dollar will start an account.

Mechanics'
& farmers
Savings
Mkt

We don't believe any store could
feel more grateful than we do fcr the
way -the people in this vicinity turned
out at our great demonstration

Nub

We appreciate it, and are going to
show it, too, by selling each one of
you a stove that will actually psy for
itself.

Patrc

?dm. S W
Burks, 722 South
227 BROADWAY.
tainted nomination.
No. io42, and gets
Fourth.
held
ticket
The liberals of Russia right on the
Horses and Horse Shows.
this
Heater free.
Hot
The Nashville Banner has this to
Blast
Buck's
verge of their political ascendency watered to the limit
The Register clips the following
say of the election of the independent
Wipe out every stet railroad in
havCsustained a ROMs loess.
Horse
.article on "Horses and
s - Prince
candidate:
the ;country and odd the franchises
riteignizthf
Troubestsleey,
Seritiqs
' from the St. Louis GlobeShows.
at public auction and the capitalists
"The eleition of Mr. Ross Handly
Democrat. It is so pertinent and to be a member of the board of pub- ed leader of the liberal party in the of the country would hasten to intimely locally that it is given a place lic works could in no sense be re- czar's domain, died suddenly Thurs- vest their money in three-cent roads_
A noted foreigner, after a trip over
in these columns. The lovers of garded as a surprise. To the close day. His death particularly removed
the
United States, was asked what
Mostile
horses and the votaries of the horse observers of the ante-election situa- a restraining influence over
American
characteristic struck him
tion
his
of
chances
were
success
fractious
who
are
a
cow students,
shows will appreciate all the Globeforcibly.
most
clearly and constantly improving up element. Mluch sorrow, which apDemocrat says without doubt:
'His reply was. "Their easy lying
ts the time the voters were called to
"There is a natural affinity bes the polls, despite the declared assur- pears fully genuine, is expressed by in matters pertaining to business."
Easy lying is good, for it hits the
tween the horse and the gala demo* ances of the opposition that Mr. the Russian press over the death of
stration of mankind that is traceable Higginbotham, the declared STivary the prince, while some very high street railroad situation right on the
head.
back to the beginning of history. nominee, would win.
tributes are paid him.
When cities insist on street rail'The horse, in his native strength and "The incidents of the contest over
roads on a business basis and force
ardor, is one of the swells of the an- the primary electiop returns and the
The merchants association of New the cutting out of stock watering,
imal kingdom, a favorite with poista, controversy over the issuc, now so
City wants the prosecuting at- gouging, enormous salaries and a
York
painters and sculptors. In ancient familiar to the Nlashville public,
carvings the horse, with his arched placed Mr. Higginbotham on the de- torney of New York county to take score more of things that are unneck and proud bearing, has a place fensive throughout the cantpalvt, an
action against the insurance grafters moral, if not criminal, there will be
Of 'distinction and honor. The thar- while it was generally adtnitted that whose rascalities are now being ex- no difficulty about cheaper transportation over the streets that the peojots and triumphal processions of he was not Personally responsible for
posed in the Gotham city. This de- ple own
Rome. the tournaments of the age of the course pursued by the party comit
chivalry, and the field sports of mod- mittee, be was placed at the disad- mand coming from the source
usual
the
than
more
have
ern times, wduld be dwarfed with- vantage of having to defend the ac- does will
out him. He helped the American tion, of the committee in sustaining effect. The merchants association of
pioneer to conquer the continent, his candidacy. The arbitrary course the Gotham city is a power, as has
and, alone among quadrupeds, basil of the committee, and especially the
demonstrated in the past when
shared the wars in which American incident of the burning of the ballots, been
con- SINGLE GAS PIPE HAS TO BE as-tb. bag Sylph Flour, the best flour on the market, every bag sold
volunteers have taken part. All an- aroused indignant protestations and it took position in presidential
RUN UP TO THE
guaranteed, for
nals give the horse a share in the cOafirmed the suspicion in many tests.
65c
LABORATORY
story of famous men, and the rec- minds that the ballots were destroyed
3 packages Quaker Rolled Oats, new stock
25c
Chicago is not to be outdone by
ords preserve the outlines of the to prevent any possible investigation
6 lb. New York Buck Wheat Flour, in bulk, for
250
fiery flucephelos of Alexander, the of the charges of fraud and corrup- New York, which lately developed a
Syrup.
new,
'
for
Sap
Bottles
pure
6
Maple
the
25e
All
With
Conference
Weekly
long-bodied, clean-limbed, sagacious tion made by Mr. Handly. No ex- clerk who swindled a bank by a forg6 Cakes White Ivory Soap, at cost
Principals Was Held Yesterday
25t
Copenhagen of Wellington, and the planations or declarations to the conorder out of $396.000. The Garby Supt Lieb
yitb Cans Select White-Asparagus for
powerful black Rienzi that made pos- trary removed the suspicion. or less- ed
250
with
sible the ride .of Sheridan. With such ened the campaign force of the con- den City steps to the front
Fancy Table Syrup, per gallon bucket
250
associations it is fit that 'the horse tention that Mr. Handly had not been much pride with a plain everyday
basket
a
Grapcs,
Fancy
Concord
20e
show should be one of the most bril- fairly treated.
Yesterday the gas company tillman who swindled a wash-a-washee
per.
Piacapple,
can
Grated
I-lb.
can
Fate's
10C
school lab
liant functions of the year, and that
"But, aside from the phase of the house with a forged order out of a ployes connecting the high
what is called fashion should array campaign, Mk. Handly had a strong
1St
oratory with the gas mains found this a lb. Verrn.celli or Soup Ni ;idles for
bundle of laundry.
present
the
itself in the rarest laces and brightwith
done
be
not
could
for
or
lb
Soda
Crackers
2
Oyster
15e
very
personal support. He received a
est gems for the occasion. The large vote in the primary, and this
the school build- a package 4 Red Cross Miscearsoai or Spazhetti
conditions in Russia, accord- arrangements inside
15!
The
horse will do his part, as in all -sthe support, for the most part, remained
ing. When the building was put up
cable printed
Extra Select fre.h Oysters. per quart
Mk'
centuries of the past wherein he haa firm in the post-primary agitation, ing to a St. Petersburg
gas pipes were run through all the
as
assuring
Cheese,
per
pound
Swiss
lenported
very
not
30t
are
elsewhere,
kindled the inspiration of the min- and
walls and came out at the ceiling in
to this, as the election returns
strel, or touched to fine frenzy the
government. The the different rooms. At the ceiling, New Sugar House Open Kettle Molasses, per gall( n
60e
show, there were accessions of other to the future of the
genius of a Shakespeare in his eargas chandeliers be- Nice yellow Oranges, per dozen
250
votes that gave him a majority of general strife or dissatisfaction which instead of regular
ly poetic glow. Nothing could be
the pipe prcjecting
nearly &so on the final issue.
exist indicates revolu- ing screwed onto
'to
is
alleged
more appropriate than the spirit in
out from the kwall, there had been
"A noteworthy feature of the elec- tion instead of peace.
which the horse show is conceived
put up fixtures for electric slights
Mr.
given
support
active
the
was
tion
and carried out.
Now the professor wants to
alone.
Handly at the polls by business men
Today will witness the final act in
"Ten years ago a theory was put
the high school laboratory
connect
they
that
houses
their
closed
who
the signing of the peace treaty be- with the gas so the service can be
forward, and seemed to be supportmight co-operate in the work for him
ed by accumulating facts, that the
tween Russia and Japan. Each gov- used by the scholars in their scientific
at the polls. The effectiveness of
electric
horse was superfluous and could
such co-operation and action of busi- ernment will be officially notified of studies, but finding these
employes
practically see his finish. It was a
gas
the
alone
fixtures
light
•
thinthe
this
by
in
treaty
the
illustrated
of
signing
the
ness men was
time of great business depression.
single v.,
as it was in regard to the er. The ball will be started to roll- will have to run a special
and prices generally had reached stance
ground
the
on
meter
the
from
pipe
elecprimary
the
in
race
ing in Washington.
their lowest level. In some states, mayoralty
the top
on
laboratory
the
to
floor
especially those op the Pacific slope, tion.
floor, as this can be done cheaper
"Another feature of the election
The republicans of New York have
hinnies could not even be given away.
than removing all the electric light
against the 'machine' and
and were turned adrift on the plains was the cry
a candidate for mayor in Wit- fixtures now attached to the gas pipes
found
unof
ground
the
on
to look out for themselves. Auto- the disregard,
committee, of the call ham Mills Ivins, of some repute in in the different ceilings. This specmobiles had come in to unsettle the fairness of the
Democrats and in- municipal affairs. This gives three ial pipe will be run today and consituation, and the trolley was rep'ac- for 'regularity.'
hesitate to scratch candidate now for the mayoralty, viz: nection made so gas can be used on
ing tens of thousands of horses. Hui dependents did not
ticket, which G. B. McClellan, W. R. Hearst and Monday by the students.
regular
it should have been remembered that the pronounced
Supt. Lieb held his weekly conferorganization behind
regular
the
had
the horse has a place of his own
tains.
M.
W.
with tilt principals yesterday afence
nomother
the
of
that can never be dispensed with. it, and the support
following study hours. and ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST COPY-RIGHT NOVELS. ALL THE
ternoon
majority of
America and France propose to they talked over the work and outHe represented the principle of beau- inated candidates. The
election
the
BRIGHTEST SONGS AND INSTRUMENTAL "HITS."
ty as well Is usefulness. He begins republicans who voted in
averse to sup- shake up Venezuela. Each want jus- lined studies for the coming week.
his career an embodiment of come- presumably were not
tice because of offensive actions by This is the usual gathering held so.
candidate.
ly vigor. He is scientifically bred, porting an independent
ideas ca nbe exchanged and all work
of Mr. President Castro.
-meaning
political
"The
which is more, philosophers point
harmoniously together. At the connominee
out, than can be said of his masters. Handly's defeat of the party
Dr. Jack Frost is rapidly driving ferences it is decided what is to be
manparty
the
to
present
is
a
rebuke
The horse will be an indispensable
done;and the same things can be carcm:lament if the place of servant is agement in the city. It demonstrates yellow fever from the South and maried forward at each building without
when
action
independent
the
power
of
laria from other lands.
denied him, An invisible current
inconvenience when it is understood
may do his work, but his visible the people are aroused, and also plain
what is expected.
of a
development
la
the
indicates
qualities and merits will insure for
As to Street Railway Fares.
Next Friday afternoon the first
opiA
Nashville
in
element
powerful
him another field where the grass
We exercise the greatest
monthly literary of the entire nummapolitical
like
to
anything
position
At the convention of the Ameriwill be sweeter and the return recare in selecting our cut glass.
ber of teachers will be held at the
can Street
Railway association
quired more congenial. No horse- chine control.'"
our display is of the
Consequently
time
which
at
Washington building,
in Philadelphia, says The Bystander
less age will come in unless man
highest standard.•We aim to combine
reports will be made on McMurray's
It is coming to light through
in the Louisville Herald, it was solhimittell suffers a change in some funthe
perfection in color; brilliant finish; artisEuropean diplomatic emnly asserted that the average cost Method of Recitation, which is
leaks from
damental senie.
persued this session by
and exclusive designs,
be
tic
to
s.tudy
"Lovers of the horse are glad that circles that England and Germany of carrying a passenger is 4 4-50
instructors.
present stock aumet bp excelled,
the
Our
electricity and traffic automobiles are were very close to a clash during cents, and that it is yet to be demonSupt. Lieb yesterday had reported
relieving the horse of some of his the highth of the Moroccan contro- strated that a general fare of 5 rents
to him that a case of scarlet fever
is not the proper amount.
bitterest drudgery. Of all woe-beexisted at 1602 Broadway. He is
versy between Germany and France.
gone objects, a worn-out horse, still
Pity the poor millionaires.
now investigating the- matter. Miss
offered
had
appears,
it
England,
struggling with a load, is about the
One can almost see the procession
Lucille Weil, of North Eighth, has
most painful
The drooping, trem- France support in the matter and headed by John Dolan, with P. X A.
fever.
the
bling form and abject general ap- Germany hearing of the offer sent Wjdener, his partner, Elkins, several
Ever since the cold weather came
pearance is that of utter, hopeless word through Italy that any decisive of the Vanderbilts and an army of
been used at the Linmil- en grates have
misery. Yet at the start, and not
heataig purposes,
on the part of England would mien who can ,sign checks for
for
move
building
coln
many years before, was the playful.
lions, tolling up the hill to the poorstoves will all be put
the
today
but
Germany.
arms
by
with
he
if
resented
nimble colt, with the certainty,
house.
up.
properly cared for, that he would be There was no move of the causus
hair" been
Enormous fortunes
Today the senior class of the -high
a handsome creature and preserve.' belli nature and the clash which now made out of railways on a %vet-tent
the faculty.
under kind and generous treatment, seems was than so near passed away. fare basis, and this in the years when school, together with
PADUCAH.
ykes to 130 SøURI TEIIRD ST,
Illinciis
the
to
goes
over
his good looks to the end. The Stir, i
the changes from horse cars to cable
—
ringing.
feelings
But
It
and
has,'
left
fishing
strained
day
the
made by that humanitarian book.,
and from cab'e to e1eetricit y ate ti spend
"Black Beauty," was the echo of a which may yet lead to trouble.
mountains of money.
"warning and a .rtbuke spoken at a
On a five-cent basis the street rail- _Many a man's denominational' con6,ell chosen rimment. Horses will bel Mayo,- Weaver, of Philadelphia, is ways of the country are paying din- victions are in inverse ratio to the det,
- what men make of them, noble corn- - still after the rascals of that city. He dends on first and second rnortnages.i nomination of coin he drops in the
•
panions or wretched Oaves. They, has haJ warrants issued for 6ve for- on perferred and common' itock,1 collection.
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intilt*se-
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Undertakers and Embalmers,

4

MAIM, EIMER & CO.

IRENE

morapir
imaimmoommoorr

Largest Stock Lokst Prices Satisfaction °unlaced
The Paducah Furniture anufacturing Co.
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers—

"BOTH' PHONES 72

SALES ROOMS 14-116-207-213 SOUTH Ti-IIRD STREET.
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NEW UNIFORMS

DISTRIBUTIONS

ADMIRAL DEWEY EX PARTE SUIT , NOTHING DOING I

ald
:he
Led

POLICE IN
OF THE
NUMBER
HAVE ORDERED WINTER
GA)MENTS

to
of
f or

Patrol VViagon Ready For Use Again Hon. Hal Corbett Will Not File He Will Attend the Horse Show and Street Car Company Now Putting Two Railroaders Expected Him to
Capt Farnslay's Suit Until He
—Drug Store of John Bonds
Will Make Rehkopf's His HeadUp Iron Poles on the Avenue
Get Killed or Die Suddenly of
Returns From Pennsylvania
Robbed of Money.
quarters During His Stay.
From Second to Fourth.
Heart Trouble,

Loh
ees

KIRKLAND BANKRUPTCY ARRIVED IN PADUCAH RATH- JUDGE REED WILL NOT DE- MR. RHODES SLEPT IN, ON
CASE HELD UP UNTIL
ER UNEXPECTEDLY YESCIDE SAME UNTIL REGAND AROUND THE NUMTUESDAY.
TERDAY MORNING.
ULAR COURT.
BER 13.

jalgra.

Jest
Soap.
Pure, durable, soda soaps are
what we keep. No potash soaps,
mixed with sand to make them
hard and containing an excessive amount of alkali, will be
found in oar

In the bankrupt court Referee E.
Admiral _George Dewey arrived unIt • was reported yesterday that
A number of the patrolmen of the
Yesterday was "hoodoo day" for
police department, have ordered new W. Bagby yesterday inteqded order- expectedly in the city yesterday morn Judge W. M. Reed had decided the the superstitious, but nothing befell
winter uniforms which will shortly ing sieeopg she crelditeirs •otistribution ing, and can now be found at the J. ex parte suit filed in the circuit court the community in the nature 'of a
arrive, and be ready for donning in the George W. Kirkland bank- G. Rehkopf Buggy Co., at 212 Broad last week by City Solicitor James great calamity, and things seemed
purposes, when the chilly weather rupecy easerbut
matterowas eon- way. Although unexpected is his Campbell, Jr., to have tested the or- to pass off smoothly and without unWiles on. The most of them have tinnedoover IMO hext-Tuesday oft ac- eisit. Admiral Dewey received a roy- dinance under which Kentucky ev- usual incident, despite the fact it was
Our soaps are all made from
their heavy..garments they used last count of Trustee Ed Thomas not hay al welcome and is highly pleased with ertor; and Jefferson street are being Friday and the 13th of the month. •
vegetable
oils and soda. You
re-constructed. The judge stated
Winter, and they will last them ing reported one Claim, on which ev- Paducah.
Many eccentric people look upon
through the coming ;41.1 onoktits. itlence.had beenrtaken. Kirkland is
Admiral Dewey did not come to see that this rumor was erroneous as he either Friday or the 13th of a month
can't make a • good soap any
Only . those whose old ones wore the former merchant of Felten who about the silver service to be donated could not take up the proceeding as unlucky and bound to bring illother way.
out, are getting ,egyr ones, it not be: filed his yetititm some months ago, td the gunboat Paducah. as was re- until he convened the civil term of fate in some nature, but there is one
the court next. Week. It will be one person of the city who has no fear
ing a general heeler for the entire and there is about :Aeon terbe At- pirudebeet agve
to .at eiti
of the first : pieces of litigation de- of anything happening on those
department.
tributed between ..1.11e_geeditoras. wiltn
w.
th'e -adrurned meeting is held the meet is friends a the enicopt es- cide.!. however, because it is an un- dates, because he went through the
coneng Tuesday.
uattaTly iniportant one demanding the number "13" route on a Friday, and
Patrol Wagon.
tahlistintiont on Beoadway. si
.1
DRUGGIST
About the first of nett 'week the
/Admiral Dewey will,,remein in the- immediate attention of the court, so nothing occurring, he never gives
SIXTH
AND BROADWAY
pate•I wagon will be brought back
city until atfer the horse show the there can be set at rest all contro- the dates a thought again. This genWaits Until ,Retqrn.
to the City hall 'from the rd Mot:
mst Hal Corbk )1titedikettelreay latter part of next week. The Joliet versies in this connection. The judge tleman is MT. Harry Rhodes, of the
TELEPHONE 63.
gan blacksmith shop where it has that he intended Waiting until he re- G. ReAlc.cpi...aufggy.corlyn
.
y ho been is looking up some authorities at furniture, house.
been overhauled and repainted. It tnrned from Zennsylvania before filed'foritheitstcirtilien of tie ad- present, but the city solicitor hae
On being reminded during a conhas been at the shop ihr seveeld ing at Cartetkersyille, Mo., in the miral, Mr. Rehkopf having been . noti- more to submit to him.
versation that yesterday was Friday
weeks, and is now completed and United States court the en)000 dams fied of the awning of Kdnkirs1 Dewey.
Yesterday the linemen for the and the 13th Mr. Rhodes fell into a
ready for b'Sc again.
age suit of Capt. Frank R. Farnslay. The admiral was met at the.. 11:15 street railway company commenced reminiscent mood, and said he cared
of this city, against tile citvei Nvir Celteek'train by Mr. Relikopf.
taking down their old wooden poles not for the date or day, as every*tore Robbed.
on which is hung the wires stretch- thing supposed to be unlucky fell to
Mo The New Madrid q
., t)n opening his drug store at Third amine ifieperilwere the on's Alio
ed a:ong Kentucky avenue from Sec- him once, but he came out unfettered
What We nay Expect
and Kentucky
avenue yesterday ed Capt.. Farhslay and others of the
,Edward B. Rues, who is to engross ond to Fourth streets, the car com- and. without a scratch. One night he
morning D. John K.. Bonds dis- towboat eaver crew in the jail be- the
'treaty of Portsmoutt, is a nature pany having track on those two was going from Pittsburg, Penn., to
covered that the night before thieves cause' t
inted. to come ashore student. - Like many nature students, blocks. The wooden poles on being Columbus. Ohio., some years ago, ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
entered the place and stole about and gob
idiot for an injured en- Mk. Russ thinks that Roberts, Sptoei, removed are substituted with iron and entering the Union depot boeght CAPSULES."
$112 in money from his este and cash gineer who was badly scalded. Mr.
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
. and the'rseie betty* writers athibilte one, like they placed on Broadway his ticket and also coupon for a berth
drawer.
Corbett tp
Pennsylvania tonight overnsueii intetligenete to 'animals. when that street was re-constructed. in the sleeper. It was Friday and the. SUCH A REPUTATION IN PAThe store faces on Third at that fa.tragliercommuted * life lipHe said with a laugh the other day: The wooden poles last only a few 13th of the month. Mr. Rhodes went DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
corner, while at the rear on the av- pesoninent the death sentence im"At the rate we are going now, it yews and by putting up iron ones on out to the shed underneath which AND MALARIA.
enue side is a door opening into a posed on young James Ezell for murwon't be long before ne shall be in their place, this obviates the ne- the trains all stood and asked thee
hallway, where are stairs leading to der. He will be back next Thursday
PRICE enc.
hearing such animal stories as this: .cessity of tearing up the concrete porter where he could find his sleepthe offices of Dr. David Stuart up- or Friday.
TAKE NO OTHER.
.
the ing car bound for. Columbes. 'The
rotted
there
An old man on a :onely rod amoreg walks when
stairs. The back door to the drug
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
the mountains was attacked by in wooden posts if the latter were left darky looked at his ticket and instore opens into this hallway. The
Cider C.Decided.
eagle. The old man -defended him - down while the re-construction is formed Kr. RlifJcles the sleeper was
hallway door is never locked, and
Yesterday at Benton the court ac- sell bravely. The bird scratched going forward, and kept there until over on track 13. The porter in adthe burglar entered there, and cut quitted Tom Lefew, the man charged
demanded new dition remarked to the Paducahan
him with its claws and beat him their uselessness
out a panel of the wooden door lead- with selling cider inside the city limones. The iron poles will be placed that the latter better watch out or
with
its
wings.
struck
and
He
it
DRUG STORES.
ing into the drug store. He then its of Benton, contrary to the munickicked it and swore at it. Fiseally, allythe,way out to Fourth from Sec- something would happen as the tickunlakted the door, and getting in- ipal ordinance which imposes a Uses
avenue
et
showed
he was to slumber in
worn out, the eagle withdrew. But
& Jackson Sta, phone s37,
side, opened the door to the iron fine on anyone dispensing this beverThe laborers for Contractor Brid- berth 13 on the sleeper. Another
it did not go empty-handed. The old
& Clay Sts., phone 38.
safe which is out of fix and cannot age inside of town. Lefew sold a
excavating
commenced
yesterday
ges
railroader
was standing by and re
man wore a wig. This wig the eabe locked. He extracted the money gallon of the liquid to liob Ethridge
out in the street on lower Kentucky remarked, "And, by golly, that train
carried
and
away.
gle
off
snatched
which was in paper bills, bnt over- but it was proved the sale was made
Surely a remarkably sagacious action avenue, for the paving brick that you are going out on iii No. 13. too;
looked about Sao in silver that was out in the county but gods deliveron
the part of the bird, which was, thoroughfare is to be improved with some thing. Trill happen sure." Mr
in a sack and pushed off to one side ed ii there.will please note, a bald eagle." out to Fourth street. The old stone Rhodes laughed though and passel
you
of the strong box. Slone change
The recollection of the quality of
curbing on both sides of the thor- on, while the two railroaders follow -I
was then taken from the money
Chased With Axe.
oughfare, has already been removed ed him with their rande-opened eyes, our prescriptions remains long after
drawer, and after he:ping himself to
Easy Way Out of Trouble.
Last evening Constable A. C.
out to Fourth to make room for the which evidenced a little horror, as the price is forgotten.
(Life.chewing gum, the thief departed Shelton arrested Ishom Schofield,
new, which goes down before the they believed something disastrious
What did you do with all those un
without bothering the stock.
colored, on a warrant charging him
brick do in the street, and the con- would surely occur. The Paducahan
paid bills, Julia
tumbled over in his berth though,
with getting into a fight with Arch
citete pavements do on the side.
raw they were beeinning to wor
Information for Next Summer.
President Ingram of the bitulithic and says it was the soundest and
Bland, also colored, and chasing the
ry you, dear, so I eestroyed them. company,
(New York Press.)
yesterday returned to most refreshing sleep he ever had,
latter in "Caneen" with an axe. "Ca• The man who sells it at retail nev- neen" is in the south end of MechanTel. 756.
Nashville after coming here and con- as he never woke until the next 7th and Broadway.
'Hong Hong reports say the boycot ferring
er was known to give correct weight icsburg. and Schofield will be given
with the local authorities morning, when he glanced out the
Prescriptions called for and delivsince the Euphrates froze over in the a trial next Wednesday before Justice committee of that city is collecting regarding his work which he will window and found himself in the
ered free of charge anywhere in tha
tribute from Americanlanded
summer of 004 B. C. and Adam R. J. Barber.
h ahead right away, just as soon Columbus yards, safe and sound, city.
there and elsewhere in the viei
was his own iceman. Manufactured
City Engineer Washington can and none the worse for travel, deice. call' it by any name you please.
give the grades.
spite evernhere around him were
Mistake Corrected
i.; a delight to gaze upon, bur it does
13's. •
By a mistake it was stated yesternot shed its cold. If ycu are desir- day that Mrs. George Detzel was
Village Signs at Railroads.
ous of having the temperature of preparing to sue the 'Mutual Life In(Four-Track News.)
RECEIVED BY JAP EMPEROR
your refrigerator below 44 degrees surance company" for $2,000 due on
It would be a good idea for every
buy snow ice. It is soft and almost a life policy held by her late husband,
city, town, village and hamlet along British Commander and Also Represlushy after a while, but it "sheds when it should have stated that the
the line of any railroad to put up a
sentative of Engliah Army.
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
it.; cold" Of ceurse, cold in confine- company to be sued was the "Fidelsign or two somewhere in proximity
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
ment is not col& it must be released ity Mutual."
Tokio, Oct. 13.—The emperor of
to the railroad station, setting forth
A
PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
produce
results. Snow ice, howto
the name of the town and whatever Japan received Vice Admiral Sir GerWILL CURE NERVOUS TROUever, is Sot fit for use in iced drinks
it
has
claim
ard
Noel,
for
residential
historic,
commander of the British
Magisterial Court.
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
nor should it ever be put in water
and industrial interest. Travelers of- squadron now at Yokohama, and his
Justice Richard J. Barber will on
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
for drinking purposes
staff
ten
wonder,
captains
when
a
in the Phoenix hall of
train comes to a
Monday convene his monthly term of
FECT
HEALTH.
Contrary to expectations, Standard stop, what the town Is that spreads the palace this morning, and welmagisterial court at his office on LeFOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
advancis
Granulated
Sugar
Eastern
out
before
comed
Satire From the Sultan.
them
them
and wherein lies its
heartily to Japan.
gal Row.
STORES.
ing again. Notwithstanding this, we excuse for being. True, the railroads
(Cleveland Leader.)
Gen. Burnett, of the British army,
OctoSaturday,
time,
one
more
The sultan ole-Turkey after many
will
are
doing
a
great
deal
to exploit and and other military attaches who have
Gives St000 a Day.
ber te, sell you 20 pounds 'for $1.00, advertise the attractions, scenic and arrived here from the front were reyears of waiting(is squaring an account with RnssiA He is preparing
Dr. Daniel N. Pearsons, the col- provided you place your grocery or- commercial, of most of the more im- ceived in audience simultane,nsly.
to address a formal note to the czar kge benefactor. kast week gave $25,- der with us. Our new goodse are ar- portant places, but it wouldn't be an All the visitors subsequently had
protesting against the barbarous 000 to the Montana College school of riving and we would be pkased to altogether bad idea for the towns to lunch with the imperial
family.
assacre of Armenians in the Cau- Manual Arts at Deer Lodge, Mont. have you call or 'phone. As long as do a little something themselves, if Prince Arisugawa. the elder statesF
4aims provinces of the Emperor Sonic months ago Dr. Peareons in- the stock lasts we will also sell you only to set up a bulletin of facts for man and the cabinet officers also were
ichollut. It was Russia that was formed the trustees of the school
lbs. Fresh Soda Crackers for ..asc the enlightenment of the passing present. The emperor has placed
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALImost persistently annoying to Ab- that he would give them $25,000 if 3 pkgs. Milk Toast Crackers for .25C traveler.
the Shiba palace at the disposal of VATES.
ALL DRUGGIST, me.
dul Hernid in demanding the stop- they would raise an additional ;75,- 2 pkgs. Saratoga Flakes for ....25c
Admiral Noel and his party.
ping of the slaughter of the Christ- 000. "They have told me that the Fancy New Sour Pickles, per gal ac
ilopkinsville, Ky., is about to get
The city today is again filled with
ian Atimenians in teirkish territory. amount is now practically secured. 3 pkgs. Graham Crackers for ....25c a big shoe factory.
The employ- British sailors and marines engaged
Diplomacy is a hart-en field for hu-, and I have fulfilled my promise," Fancy Hand Picked Wine Sap
ment of 250 hands is in prospect.
in sight-seeing. All classes are most
mot as a rule, hut the Turk here is said Dr. Peareons "This contehu35c
Apples, per pk
hospitable. Yesterday's program of
Office
developing a satire the most sardonic, tine makes $365,oda I have given to Fancy Pic-Nick Hanes, per lb
The infant child of Wm. Johnson, athletic games, etc.. was repeated.
tot
Eighth
and
Jackson Streets.
that international
Witte-craft
has small colleges this year. That chases
We add White Fawn Flour for of near Hopkinsvitle,aKy., was killknown for years.
I ed, hy the bite of a sprder.
Saturday only, at eoc per sack.
I this year's cycle."
Subscribe for The Register.
Telephone 270.
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Bacon's Malarial
Ionic Capsules
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Best, Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATZD)

Second and Ohio Streets.

-

C. M..BUDD, Manager.

Both Telephone Numbers 254
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STORY OF A LOST APPROPRIATION
AND OF THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC

IN A HUMOROUS VEIN.
Bessie—Don't you think that Jack
will make a kind husband? Jessie—
Not the kind I want.

•••••••MMIN ......1110.01•••••••

•
•••= aa••••••••••••

EDGAR/N. WHITTEMORE, EXCU ',SIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packet company..—the cheapest and best
excuasion out of Paducah.

"That watch which he carries was
his great-grandfather's."
"Indeed?
Riehard Weightman writes in the lars annually into the pockets of the His great-grandfather's? I know
I've
Chicago Tribune as follows:
shippers of that region.
often seen it at his uncle's."—Cle veThe plan was accepted by the war land Plain Dealer.
Look at the map of Louisiana—
southern Louisiana particularly, and department, the engineers made their
that part of it which lies between drawings, the government advertised
Mrs. Muggins—Mly husband never
New Orleans aid the Texas line— for bids on certain indispensable ma- plays the races. He has conscienif you would like to understand the terial, such as cement, etc., and so tious scriples. Mrs. Buggins—Neither
It is a trip of pleasure,
history of the lost appropriation. It the work began. The money was does mine. He has common sense.—
comfort
and rest; good service, good
is an interesting chronicle on its available, the engineers were ready, Philadelphia Record.
table,
there
nothing
was
difficult
good
comor
because
merits, but even more so
of
rooms, etc. Boats leave each
plex
the.propo
in
sition. It looked as
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
Mr. Fighter—I see they are wearits bearing upon the much agitated
in.
if the people of the Attakapas would ing gowns longer this year. Mrs.
For other information apply to
question of railwly rates.
Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank
A few hours travel by water above soon be relieved from a trying tyran- Fighter (savagely)—Well, if they
L.
Brown, agcnt.
New Orleans, on the west bank of ny and tbe enabled to reap a reason- wear 'era longer than I do they will
that majestic torrent, you will find able share of the harvest of their have to make them out of chain maiL PADUCAH REAL
ESTAllf. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASV
—Chicago News.
•
what was formerly the mouth of the own industry.
111014THLY PAYMENT- LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IFESTERN
Then
the
Work
Stopped,
Plaquemi
Bayou
ne. Once upon a
IC:WTI/MY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST"
All of a sudden, however, the work
Customer (inspecting the sample
time tiny steamboats plied between
stopped.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND
I
saw
Caffery
yesterday
the
.
waiter
had
brought
IT.
him)—H
the great city and the rich country,
ow
Highest price pas/ for second-h
and
then known as the Attakapas, the He is in Washington on some busi- do you distinguish your clam chowEDG R W. WIETTTEMORJC.Padwash.
richest agricultural region in the ness before the supreme court, and der from plain vegetable soup? Waita
world. 'There was a vast network of we refreshed our ancient intimacy. er—Wk have different labels on the
waterways—the Lafourche, the Ter- Fromi him I learned the facts in the kettles, sir. Wish anycoffee?—ChiW.
WM
Oliver.
Geo. W. Oliver.
rebonne, the Boeuf, the Teche, and case, heard about the mysterious cago Tribune.
Benet" Ky,
Paducah, Ky.
the Atchafalaya—opening up to com- disappearance of that appropriation,
nos B. Mc-Gregory,
and imbibed a few of his persona) The Summer Boy—"If I should
FOR
merce a dozen of the most productBuy anything and sell
Benton. Ky.
try to kiss you, do you think your
ive parishes in the state, where.pros- conjectures in the premises.
116-510 Court ATOM Oki everything.
,He had been to see the president dog would try to bite me?" The Sumphone
perous planters dwelt and cultivated
enornsous crops of sugar, rice, etc. about it, having read in the papers mer Girl (absently)—"He's never bitof his determination to check the ten any of my other friends."—Chicastunning west from New Orleans extortion
ate practices of the rail- go Journal.
HAVE ARP1VED
one passes through some iso miles ways.
'Here, as he explained to the
wagon in oosisectine.
of this fertile and thickly populated chief executive
, was one way to
Katie—"Tell me, Edith, what did
country, which, in the old days, was make
a point without waiting for the you say when Charlie proposed?"
reached through Bayou Plaquemine remote and
An elegant line of imported cloths
3. K. HENDIECE.
rather problematical ac- Edith—"Oh, there was no occasion
3.0. MILLER
and its connecting streams.
By tion of congress. He showed
and
suiting.
foe
%Vinter.
Fall
and
for
me
that
to
say anything. Charley had
it
MIL WARBLE.
means of those innumerable chan- was
not a case calling for legislation, said all that was necessary."—Royal
nels the planters traveled to and fro, but a
lilake your asiections now and OFFICES- Beason. Ky., rear balk
mere case of realizing legisla- Magazine.
sent their crops to market, and re- tion
avoid
the nub.
already made.
Cearety; Psethanrik Ky,
ceived in turn the enormous ship"Put it in writing," exclaimed the, Sorroughs—"I'm always expecting
loom 514 Foateserity Banding.
ments needed on their lands. A fleet president.
"I have it in writing al- disaster, but still the unexpected hapNa• Mons Ws.
Old Pions pg
of small, swift steamboats handled ready," replied
the canny Caffery, pened to me once." Cheerfule—"How
this traffic with expedition, and at presenting
him with a carefully pre- was that?" Sorroughs—"When the
reasonable rates. A planter could pared statemen
AWYER
t of the entire episode calamity catne nobody remembered
MERCHANT TAILORS.
ship this sugar at New Iberia, more up to the
aim= 1,• and 3 Register Bail&
abandonment of the work to say: 'I told you so.'"—Courier- rid Droadweiy. Opp. Praterni
ty
than 300 miles distant by water, at the
mouth of the Plaquemine.
Journal.
with reasonable confidence that it
p3 1,41 Broadway.
"It's all there with the dates, figwould reach New Orleans within ures, amounts
and all the rest of it,"
"Gracious," exclaimed the kind old
Practice in an the courts of the
three days. And this process, addThe ex-senator expects early ac- lady to the beggar, "are they the best
ed to the cost of the return freights, tion. This
state. OM phones M.
is an early opportunity. shoes you've got?" "Why, lady," rerepresented only a moderate tax if a small one,
AN THROAT
to begin the work of plied the candid beggar, "could yer EYE BAR, NO
-upon his finances.
curbing the railways. Of course it imagine better ones fur dis biziness?
Then Came Reconstruction.
involves only about half a million Every one o dem holes means nick- Office and Phskience. Rooms g and 4.
If pas want your ciodies ciameed:
PURYEAR,
Then came reconstruction with its people, but it involves also a good els an' dimes ter me."—Philadelphia
dpad dr ragnired. take them tta B. C.
Columbia Banding.
attendant afflictions, and then it was many millions of money, which they Press.
that the mouth of the Bayou Plaque- regard as wanton spoliation, along
Rose 3sg South Third Street. I have
Mon zoo Red.
6 Register Badding,
mine was closed. A huge dike was with countless inconveniences; and
Jinks—"No use working myself to
Ms nicest Sae cf eangslas foe dots
built across it and cheap and practi- injuries too numerous to catalogue.
death any longer'. I'm going to besag I-2 Brealtesety, Paducah, Ky.
cable communication with the reThe Freight on Molasses's
M died. Saks made to aeon.
come a Wall street operator" Winks
New Phone *O.
gion mentioned ceased.
iCaffey gave the president one illus- —"Well, Ill sell you my seat in th'e
tration
in point. Last winter, see- stock exchange for Il6o,000." Jinks—
There was a railroad, of course.
SPECIALTIES:
There usually is. A New York gen- ing molasses quoted at a fair price, r'Huhl I can get a seat in congress
Abstratnng of Think
tleman by the name of Morgan had he shipped a hundred barrels to New for one-tenth of that."—New York
tasorunce. Corporation and
just eighty miles of track—from New Orleans----sexactly 115 miles distant. Weekly.
Real Rotate Law.
Orleans straight west to Berwick's When the produce reached its destiOffiCt over Lendler & Lydon.
ANR_
nation exactly three weeks later, the
bay.
R mamboing Names.
Sanding.
pp Broadway.
In the deluge of homilies on suc(From that time on everything had price tad declined so greatly that he
aemosse
to go that way. Beyond Berwick's ordered it back to him, intending to cess and how to attain it, little has nas
DR. ROBT. J.,RIVERS
bay the Morgan boats did the rest. feed it to his mules, horses, cattle 4 been said concerning the importance
"SOME BEAUTY DON'TS."
CITY ATTORNEY
Competition died, with the logical and hogs—a much more profitablei of remembering the names of perdisposition. He got it in time, but sons with whom one may be thrown
two NORTH FIFTH STREET '
consequences to shippers.
Don't wrinkle your brow
with
when he came to settle with the rail- in contact in business and profesevery word spoken and expect the faAlong in 1868 a few adventurous road
Both Meows 333
he found that it cost him twice sional life. Next to honesty, intel- cial masseuse
to remove them perpersons, chiefly from Ohio and Illias much to recover his molasses as ligence and energy, the college grad- manently
Oaks hours e to so a. sa.., z to 3 Rome 13 end Is Colwell& Banding.
in one hour's time.
nois, came to Attakapas and bought
it had cost to send it to New Or- uate might properly be told, comes
Don't worry or cry unnecessarily. p.m. sod 7 to 9 p. m.
large tracts of land. Conspicuous
Old Phone log.
leans.
a good memory for names and faces. Worry makes wrinkles. Tears dull
among them were John B. Lyon,
This is an insignificant affair, no
The story that Caesar knew the the eyes.
Daniel Thompson and Walker and
doubt, but I am afraid it is a strictly names of his legionaries must be
Don't have a wrinkled face. It is
Brunson, of Chicago.
typical instance, so far as concerns taken with some reserve, but one can
as unnecessary as a wrinkled gown.
It didn't take them long to realize that part of the country. Donelson
imagine the tremendous influence of
Don't wash your face with soap
Architect and Superintendent
that their transportation expenses Caffery's word can
be taken with im- a general who could call his soldiers unless you want wrinkles.
were two or three times greater than plicit confidence in much
aot Fraternity Building.
graver con- by name would have in his army.
Don't chew gum. It is unsightly
Rooms TO. xi and is. Columbia Bldg.
they ought to be. So they clubbed nections than this. And
surely the
Most
persons
can
readily
recall the and vulgar, as well as a rapid wrinkle Old EiOnS 40 Red: New Phone 35.
in and bought a steamboat of their president who is
keenly alive to the faces of acquaintances and friends, producer.
PADUCAH, KY.
own. Bayou Plaquemine was still people's interests
and resolved at all but the ability to call names of a perDon't twist the month to one side Paducah,
closed, but by going too or aoo costs to protect them against
Cecil Reed
Kealucky. J. C. Flournoy
rap- son casually introduced upon inject- in talking and fondly imagine ths it
miles farther they could get into the acious exactions of the corporat
ions, ing him again after a considerable makes the face more expressive
Mississippi through the Atchafalaya will perceive at once
the opportunity interval is a rare faculty, and well
Don't expect the coat of tan which
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Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES

London, Oct. 12.—Sir_Hiram Max- would enable us to tell whether a
Corrected Aug. 22nd, 1905.
William H. Maxwell, the superinim, the inventor and scientist, ;Is de- -thing is vertical or horizontal extendent of New
voting his genius nowadays to the cept through the law of gravity.
York's
public
South Bound.
schools, was talking to a reporter
invention of userrykgo-rounds and
No. zor
No. 103
"If we divert the pull of gravity
No. ram
Leave Cincinnati
about school work.
other Coney-Islandish devices.
8:20 a.m
by another force—centrifugal force—
6:oo p.m
"This is bright, cold' weather, brac- Leave Louisville
12 20 p.m.
Sir Hiram has just completed a the effect is that, instead of seeing
9:40 pm.
7:25a.tn.
ing weather," he said. The children Leave Owensboro
.
model "magic sphere," which gives things horizontal, we see them ver6:3o p.m.
*9:ooa.m.
Leave
should
Horse
themse
apply
'Branc
lves
h
to their
the illusion of the suspension of the tical, which produces the most amus3:40 p.m.
12:08 a.m.
:054.171.
tasks with a will in weather like Leave Central City
law of gravity. It has been patented ing illusionary effect. That is what
3:55 p.m.
1.03 a.m.
12:30p.m.
Leave
Norton
this."
ville
in America and will be seen at Coney the 'magic sphere' does.
437 P.m,
isso a.m.
:28a.m.
Leave Evansville
He smiled.
Island probably next su,mmer.
Sale Greater than' the World's
p.m.
4:40
Stand on Wall.
8:3oa.m.
"And soon," he said, "it will grow Leave Hopkinsville
Sir Hiram declares that he beII:202.M.
"But the strange and amusing
Product of Other Skin Soaps colder. Soon will come the kind of Leave Princeton
5:25 p.m.
2:27 a.m.
lieves it will prove one of the most thing is that they will not know they
2:35p.m.
weather than an old master of mine { Arrive „Paducah
eiao p.m.
pleasing amusements of
modern are revolving," said Sir Hiram. It
a.m.
3:4
0
4
:15P-mLeave Paducah
in Belfast used to abhor.
6:45 p.m.
times. It will make people imagine is the sphere that will revolve, and
3:45 a.m.
4:20p
an.
Arrive
"They
Fulton
used
to
say
about this rtjas7:55 p.m.
4:so a.m.
that they are walking or standing, they with it, like people on the sur6:oop.m.
ter—but. of course, it wasn't true— Arrive Gibbs, Tenn,
.8:31
p.m.
net "right end up," but with their face of the earth, and 'consequeotly
5:1-7 a.m.
that when his man servant knocked Arrive Rives
8:39 13.1-n•
feet against the wall, and their they will think they are stationary.
5:23 a.m.
and called him on a winter's morn- Arrive Jackson
bodies leaning outward in midair.
7:15
The centrifugal force of the revoluMillions of the world's best people
ing tills conversation would ensue.:,Arrive Memphis
10:30 p.m.
8:15 a.m.
Sphere Will Revolve.
tion ohthe sphere will enable them INC Cuticura Soap, assisted by CutiArr;ve New Orleans
"'Eight o'clock, professor.'
1 it :00 a.m.
8:15 pin.
8:3op.m.
The sphere will be fifty feet in to stand on the wall, as it were, cura Ointment, the great skin cure,
"'What time?"
-diameter, whieh means that it will be with their bodies leaning hoOlzontal- for preserving, purifying, and beau"'Eight o'clock. Time to get up.'
North Bound.
No. to2
No. 104
No. zaa
a globe as high as a tall dwelling ly.
"'Is it very cold this morning?' Leave New Orlean
tifying the skin, for cleansing the
s
7:to
p.m.
9:15
house, and it will be raised, 20 feet
"If a man place himsel at what scalp of crusts, scales, and
"'Ver
y
cold,
indeed
,
sir.'
Leave
Memp$his
dandruff,
6.50 a.m.
8:50 p m.
above the ground on a pedestal, or may be cabled the equator of the and the stopping
"'Ah' (sotto voice), 'then I won't:Leave Jackson,
of falling hair, for
Tenn
Tolo p.m
shaft, on which the sphere will re- whirling globe." said Sir Miram, "a softening,
wash.'
"
Leave Rives
whitening, and soothing
9:42 am.
11:58 p.131
man at the south pole, that is, at red,
volve.
Leave Gibbs
rough, and sore hands, for baby
'
9:48 a.m.
9:15 p.m.
Outside it will resemble a small the bottom of the sphere, will ap- rashes,
One
of
the
newspa
humori
per
Leave
sts
Fulton
itching., and chafings, for
10:10 a.m.
12:35
a.m.
earth, with the oceans and 'lands Pear to bq sticking out .into the air annoyi
6:ooa in.
,who
visited
John D. Rockefeller's. Arrive Paducah
ng irritations, or too free or
ix :2C a.111.
SUM
painted upon it, like the geographi- like a flagitatirom a iitindow ledge
:43
I
Clevel
and
estate
7
:40a-rn•
says:
Leave
Paducah
offenttive perspiration, for ulcerative
II:25 am.
1:48 a.m.
cal globes used in schools. Inside while looking at his wife directly
7:5oa.m.
"Mir. Rockefeller denied that lee Arrive Princeton
weakne
sses,
and many sanative, anti12:39 pm.
3:oa a.m.
the "earth" the weirdest of illus'ons across from him he would get the
had prophesied that over-production Arrive Hopkinrville
9:29a.m.
3:s0 ).1T1.
a.m.
will be produced by the simple pro- impression that she was standing on septic purposes which readily suggest
9:40
was going to cause hard times.
Arrive
Evansvi
lle
themselves to women, especially
6:25 p.m.
cess of making the sphere revolve on her head in midair. .
9:45 a.m.
"Ile said, though, that he did not Arrive Nortonville
i:28 pin.
3:5r a.m.
10:35a.m.
its pedestal:
"Each will appear to all the others mothers, as well as for all the pur- favor rovernmental road building. Artniye Centra
l City
2:05 p.m.
4:30 a.m.
I :3oa.rn.
The door having been shut on the to be walking A
A fly, while •everyo poses of the toilet, bath, and nursery. Then,- in any contingency, there Arrive Horse Branch
3:0o p.m.
Cuticura Soap combines delicate
5:13 a.m.
people who have been admitted in- person in the globe will be conyiec12:55p.ne
would never need to be again such Arrive Owens
boro
emolli
ent
propert
ies
p.m.
4:55
derive
8:t5 a.m.
d
from
troubks as the crisis of the early,Arrive
side, the "earth" will begin to revolve ed that he is standing perfectly erect
4:559=Louisville
Cuticura, the great skin cure, with
5:35 p.m.
' 7:5o a.m.
—gradually gaining in speed until and will constantly change ifttotesi- Use punnet
4:55P-m•
Arrive Cincinnati
of cleansing ingredients '467's caused.
9:15 p.m.
11:55 a.m.
every one is being whizzed around at tion to feel the effect of tile strifige and the most refreshing
"And he i'lustratej with a little
of flower
is or 20 miles an hour.
story she difficulty about getting
positions apparently adopted by all odours. No other medicated soap
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
work that there had been 'then.
"This will give the pecessary cen- thy. other', yet will apparently never ever compounded is to be compared
with it for preserving, purifying, and
(North Round.)
trifugal force to counteract the law aatit these positionS
"A young clerk, out looking for a
(South Bound)
beautifying the skin, scalp, hair, and
of gravity," Sir Hiram explained.
No. 306. No 374job, paused on a bridge to watch a
"The globe may be also used for holds. No other foreign
No. 305. No. 375.
or
domest
ic
12:eop.m. 4:2op.M. Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.
heroic 'sailor struggling bravely in Lv. Paducah
It will illustrate a new law of na- skating with amazing results. A toilet soap, howeve
r expensive, is to
9:409.m.
.Ar. Carbondale
the water with a drowning man.
which, I believe, I have been the man will merely have to stand still be compared with it for all the pur4:25P-m- 8:40P-1Y1- Lv.
2:502.m. 6:2op.rx.
5:30a.m. 8:052.111. Lv. Carbondale. :4oain. 7:oa.m
rat to discover. Five years ago, at at the south pole to be drawn to the
"Though the sailor was resolute Ar. Chicago
of the toilet, bath, and nursery.
.
a it combines in one soap at one
and dauntless, the drowning man Ar. St. Louis
8:05p.M.
cotton, I began to wonder Why we equator. If he tries to skate
7:08a.M. Ar. Paducah....
jo the price the moot effective skin
3:35P-m- az Loma.
and cowwas too heavy for him. After a few
always see things 'right side up,' as, (+titer he will find himself
opposed , plezion soap,and the purest and sweetminute
of course, on our earth they never b:y a force so subtle and intangi
s he sank and when they fishCAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
ble est toilet, bath, and nursery soap.
are. The only reason is the law of. as to make it impossible
ed him out with a boathook life was
(North Bound.)
Um
weak.endears
'for him to
Relloh•lat
,
Pk.
(South Bound.)
Ignow.
m
Caired
gravity. We have no sense which understand it."
extinct.
vial al 1111
Pa,
zot-got
135:835
122-822
IV
"The clerk on the bridge hurried Lv. Hopkinsyille 1 t :201t.M. 6:40a.
o
vlv.
m. Lv. Chicago.... 6:aop.m. 9:45a. -s\
Ws
Zlo
it
ta
el :
81 C141.8": down,
found out where the dead man Lin. Princeton., 2:35p.m. 7:45a.rn. Ix.
KING LEOPOLD PLANS
THE FIRST FROST.
St. Louis .. 9:e0p.m. 2:15p.m. '
had worked and ran off at breakneck Ar. Paducah
JOINT POLAR SEARCH
•
etzsp.m. g:2511.111. Lv,. Cairo
6:ooa.m. 6:20p.m.
speed
to app'y for his vacant place. Lv. Paducah
7nop.m. 9:30a.m. Ar. Paducah.
"This is mine," said the old frost
7:4;a.m. 8:top.m.
"The manager received the :v.:71i- Ar. Cairo
'Paris, Oct. 13.- -According to the
8:35pire II:loam, Lv. Paducah
/King
7:50a.
•
m. anspma.
cant
politely.
"Vingtieme Siecle" King Leopold of
Ar. St. Louis
7:08a.m. 5:oop nr. Ar. Princeton
And he left his seal of white
9:29a.m. 9:50p.m.
"And how did you know Warold Ar. Chicago
Belgium has taken the first steps to On the flow'ring vine by
8:05a.m. 9:30p.m- Ar. Hopkifisville
-- -the wayside
i I :00p.M.
Jones' job was empty" he asked.
equip two great international expedispring—
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
"'I
saw
him
fished
tions, one to the north and one to
out
of the rivTrains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains
The flowers died' last night.
run
Office of Comptroller of the Currency. er,' the young man replied.
the south pole, the expenses to be
daily. Trains 103 and toe carry through sleepers betwee
n Cincinnati,
"'Ah,' said the manager. 'I am Memphis and
paid by the governments of the va- "This is mine," and he sang
New Orleans; trains tot and icra sleepers between Louisville,
in glee
sorry, but the position has already Memph
rious European countries.
is and New Orleans. Trains 8o1 and 822 sleepers between Paduca
As he touched the blades of grass .Washington, D. C., Oct. to, 1905.
h
been disposed of. I have given it to and St. Louis.
The details were decided upon dur- In the nook at the
For further information, acidness
foot of the maple WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence the man who
saw
him
ing the recent meeting in this city
fall
in."
presen
ted
to
the
unders
igned it has
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
tree—
of the two explorers. Lecointe and
been made to appear that "The Phut
The blades are crisp, alas!
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Raducah, Ky.
Arktovski, of the Belgic* e-pedition;
Ilietional Bank of Paducah," located
Ceorge W. Perkins had been testF. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
Prof. Norkenakiold, of asock holm, "This mine, too,"
in
ifying
the
City
of
Paduca
before the insurance investih,
in
the
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
Counand his breath so
and Meters. Shaekleford
ty of McCracken and State of Ken- gating committee.
Brcce,
chill
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago: III.
who afterward submit.ed them to
tucky, has complied with all the pro"I hope that I was takes literally,"
He breathed on the maple leaf;
C. C. WCARTY, D. P. A_ St Louis, Mo,
the king.
This morning it fell to the window visions of the Act of Congress "to en- he said, smiling, as he put on his
No difficulty
able National Banking Associations hat. "I desire to be taken literally
capected in raising
51*
the necessary aunt of money, and
to extend their corporate existence, always. I am not like the poet."
Wrinkled and sore with grief.
if the preset., plans are carried out
and for other purposes" approved July
"The poet?"
the two expeditions she-hi start ear- "These are
"Yes. Poets, you know, are to be
mine," and he chuckled 12, 1882, as amended by the Act aply next summer,
proved April 12, 1032
taken figuratively. A farmer west
gay
NOW. THEREFORE, I, William of Chicago was not aware of this.
As he opened the chestnut burrs.
The Bishop No. Advised.
The nuts- lie now where the squirrels B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur- He came to town one day in my
Tle late Bishop Williams at the
rency, do hereby certify that "The boyhood to buy a horse. He sought
PlaY
Episcopal diocese of Connecticut
First National Bank of Paducah," lo- out a dealer - and haggled with the
And the partridge drums
and cated
was a confirmed bachelor, and had a
in the City of Paducah, in the, man for several hours.
whirs:
i deep-rooted antipathy for becoming
County
"'Well,' said the dealer, finally.
of McCracken and State of
—Hora
ce leymour Keller.
entangled in Cupid's net. One afKentucky, is authorized to have suc- rather worn out, 'take him or leave
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"'It's plain 'to be seen your friend
Popular, but now the fashion'is fixed 10. 1923.
"Well, Bishop," she remarked, af- I
In testimony whereof witness my the poet can't haste looked at his FOR THE sr ALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENT
and its gleaning, cobwebby mettles
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Room 3. Amer.-Ger. Nat. Beak.

The World's Sweetest
Toilet Soap.

Sold Wherever Civilization Has
Penetrated.
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A PRESCRIPTION
Is the medium through
Which you regain health,
strength and vitality, from
an impaired condition of
the body. Men have mastered the secrets of Nature, to produce this "MeThese men are
dium."
called Doctors and Druggists Some Drug Stores
Commercial
are called
Drug Stores. In this class
of stores, Adulteration and
Substitution in practiced
for commercial reasons
The evils of this practice
are too well known to
mention here.
Our label is a symbol
of the highest standard of
Prescription work.
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RENT—Nicely furnished
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Broadway.
floo
room
at
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tt.3-0.4
Cairo,
the
to Union City, Tenn., to spend
rise.
3.2-0.8
Chattanooga,
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her
visiting
winter, after
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',dirs. Thomas Nance, wife of the in- Cincinnati, 7.1- -Stand.
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326
fall.
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man.
surance
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ot
Dr. Samuel, Jackson, of 11
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ters.
fall.
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fall.
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-Carmel,
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Pittsburg.
business.
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Tentk., is in the
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rise.
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-Dam,
Island
Mu. Mary B. Campbell, Of (Bald- Davis
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Mt Vernon, 4.2—stand.
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5
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She
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steamer
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at
turned from visiting
telephone tan.
next
until
stream
that
up
M. W. R. Griggs, of Lowry, Ky., mains
night..
Thursday
Visitafter
yesterday returned' home
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Thls' morning &ere .will depart for
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and one 5 room house.
Boyd,
one
steamer WarASP THE. DOCT0i-i
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tor8
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tamightabout
back
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She
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by her cousin, Iliss Ella Burnett, of r I o'clock.
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three
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river toMr. Randol Burnett is in the city pass out of the Tennessee
phone
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Ring
Broadway.
613-4.
St.
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bound
morrow
fin. a few days.
atLirday Morning. Oct. 14, Igo:.
Dr. Robert Sory is in Nashville, Louis. FOR SALE CHEAP.—A Garland
The Henry Harley comes in this
Tenn., on business.
base burneias good as new. Apply
leaves
and
Evansville
from
afternoon
Dr. Jessie Atkins, of Clarksville,
to Rueben Rowland, 411 North SevTenn., is visiting her sister, Mrs. T. immediately on her return to that enth street.
city.
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The Bob Dudley is now here and
Captain George 0. Hatt Yesterday
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Than
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and New 76t.
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steamer Grace Reeder
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bet
the pumpkin.
turned yesterday to Evansville, after but it will take him a long
fore he is able to walk on
----Mr. L. D. Hines died of cancer visit in::: bete.
TELEPHONE 548.
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When You're Hot and -fired
THERE IS NOTHING THAT WILL
MAN 01? YOU SO QUICKLY AS

MAKE
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the Master Brew

THI

THIS PERFECT BEER COOLS AND REFRESHES AND
STRENGTHENS. IT BUILDS UP BODY AND BRAIN.
IT'S A DELICIOUS DRINK, A FOOD AND A MEDICINE ALL ROLLED INTO ONE—NOTHING LIKE IT
EVER BREWED.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW, AND
SEE THAT YOU GET IT.
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THE KENTUCKY

We desire to call your attention to our line of 9SNUIIfig
ITMAN SADDLES, FANCY DRIVING HARMON,ENORIDING BRIDLES, ENGLISH CROPS, GENUINE
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WHY GIRLS
LEAVE HOME

A Danger Signal To The
Path of Folly.

Mr', C. o.

4•44.1110116111".

A STRONG MORAL LESSON

At '& Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH,KY.
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFOUL
YOU GO ELSEWHERE.

FOR YOUR DINNER.
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
:yo UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 500. isno).

35*

General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway
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GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSIN9

141ATERIAL.
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING
•
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